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The University of Dayton regards
its Commencement Exercises as 
among the most important ceremonial 
occasions of the academic year. These 
exercises are filled with symbols and 
traditions designed to remind us all  
of the thousands of years that univer-
sities have existed and their noble
purposes.
The academic costumes of various
colors and types are part of the
symbolism. They are described
on page 82 of this program. The 
bright blue gowns with red trim 
are worn by those serving as 
University Marshals for today’s 
ceremony (see page four of this 
program). The Marshals wear these 
distinctive gowns as identification of 
their official capacity to direct the 






faculty, and students who wear the 
more conventional ceremonial garb 
and mortarboard.
The chief University Marshal carries 
the University mace and the President 
wears the President’s medallion. On 
stage are the United States and papal 
flags. So, too, the music that is played 
and the words that are spoken have 
special significance. For example, 
the deans who have been responsible 
for the education of the students 
“present” the students as worthy of 
graduation to the President. In turn, 
the President confers the degrees on 
behalf of the University.
At our Commencement ceremonies, 
which differ from many universities, 
each student’s name is read and the 
President then congratulates that  
student. The University believes that 
this is an important part of the gradua-
tion ceremony. The University also has 
a tradition of faculty coming from their 
seats behind the stage to congratulate 
the graduating students. These tradi-
tions symbolize the caring and person-
oriented spirit of the University.
The University hopes you will both
enjoy and respect this Commence-
ment. You can do both by standing  
for the invocation, and the National 
Anthem; by listening during the 
awarding of the degrees, and by stand-
ing to sing the University of Dayton 
Anthem (see page 84). We are the 
University of Dayton community, a 
community which respects and cares 
for each other. This 162nd Commence-
ment marks another beginning. Let us 
rejoice together.




Rev. Martin A. Solma, S.M.
Vice Chair






Bro. Edward Brink, S.M.




Rev. James F. Fitz, S.M.
John M. Forte
Bro. Francisco Gonzalez, S.M., M.D.
George Hanley
Joseph R. Hinrichs 
Bro. Joseph Kamis, S.M.
Susan Kettering
Anne Eiting Klamar, M.D.
Peter A. Luongo

















Rev. Bertrand A. Buby, S.M., S.T.D.
Bro. William J. Campbell, S.M., Ed.D.
Terry D. Carder
Rev. Thomas A. Cardone, S.M.
Annette D. Casella
Rev. Eugene Contadino, S.M.
William Crotty
Thomas J. Danis
Michael E. Ervin, M.D.
Richard H. Finan
Bro. Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., Ph.D.
David P. Fitzgerald
Robert E. Frazer
The Honorable Frank P. Geraci, J.D.
Bro. Thomas F. Giardino, S.M.
Richard F. Glennon
Bro. Stephen Glodek, S.M.
Jane G. Haley
John R. Haley
Sr. Jean Patrice Harrington, S.C., Ph.D.
Sarah E. Harris, Ph.D.
Rev. James L. Heft, S.M., Ph.D.
Jack Hoeft
Eugene C. Kennedy, Ph.D.
Thomas A. Klein
Peter H. Kuntz
Rev. Joseph H. Lackner, S.M., Ph.D.
Bruno V. Manno, Ph.D.





The Very Rev. John A. McGrath, S.M., S.T.D.
Charles R. McNamee
James W. McSwiney
Bro. Robert J. Metzger, S.M.




Gerald S. Office, Jr., J.D.
Bro. Ronald L. Overman, S.M.
David C. Phillips
Bro. Anthony J. Pistone, S.M.




Bro. John J. Schneider, S.M.
Westina Matthews Shatteen, Ph.D.
William P. Sherman
Rev. Ralph A. Siefert, S.M.
Sr. Francs Marie Thrailkill, O.S.U., Ed.D.
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ADMINISTRATORS
Daniel J. Curran, Ph.D.
President
Joseph E. Saliba, Ph.D.
Provost
Paul H. Benson, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Deborah Bickford, Ph.D.
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs  
and Learning Initiatives
S. Ted Bucaro
Government and Regional Relations Director
Thomas E. Burkhardt
Vice President for Finance and  
Administrative Services
Joyce M. Carter
Vice President for Human Resources
Joseph Castellano, Ph.D.
Interim Dean, School of Business  
Administration
Patrick Donnelly, Ph.D.
Associate Provost for Faculty  
and Administrative Affairs
William Fischer, J.D.
Vice President for Student Development
Rev. James F. Fitz, S.M.
Vice President for Mission and Rector
David Harper
Interim Vice President for Advancement
Jonathan Hess, Ph.D.
President, Academic Senate
Kevin R. Kelly, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Education  
and Allied Professions
Beth H. Keyes
Vice President for Facilities Management
Sundar Kumarasamy
Vice President of Enrollment Management 
and Marketing
Mickey McCabe, Ph.D.
Vice President and Executive  
Director of UDRI
Paul McGreal, J.D.
Dean, School of Law
Teri Rizvi
Associate Vice President of Communications
Tony Saliba, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Engineering
Tom Skill, Ph.D.
Associate Provost and CIO
Crystal Sullivan
Director of Campus Ministry
Paul Vanderburgh, Ph.D.
Associate Provost and Dean of Graduate 
Studies and Life Long Learning
Timothy J. Wabler
Vice President and Director of Athletics
Kathleen Webb
Dean, University Libraries
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4ASSISTANT MARSHALS
Joni L. Baldwin
Department of Teacher Education
Eric J. Balster
Department of Electrical  
and Computer Engineering
Karen S. Bull
UDIT — Business Services
Kenya M. Crosson
Department of Civil and  





Department of Sociology, 
Anthropology, and Social Work
Shannon O. Driskell




Department of Economics and Finance
Carl F. Friese
Department of Biology 
Elizabeth F. Gustafson
School of Business Administration
Kathleen Henderson
Office of Student Success and 
Parent Engagement
Janet M. Herrelko




College of Arts and Sciences
Donald V. Chase
Associate Marshal 
Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering and Engineering Mechanics
Barbara M. DeLuca
Associate Marshal 




Director of Enrollment Services and
Associate Registrar
Craig Letavec
Department of Management Information 
Systems, Operations Management, and 
Decision Sciences
Steven D. Mueller
Student Development, Health and Wellness
Jack O’Gorman
Roesch Library
Thomas E. Oldenski, S.M.










Department of Counselor Education 
and Human Services
Thomas J. Westendorf





Department of Engineering Management 
and Systems
Donald L. Polzella




Last minute additions or deletions
must often be made after the program
has been printed. The information in
this graduation program does not
reflect students’ final transcripts.
Official diplomas and appropriate
honors will be awarded upon comple-
tion of all degree requirements and
fulfillment of financial obligations. 
May 5, 2012 is the official date when
all Spring degrees are being con-
ferred. The official list of the names of 
graduates is recorded in the Office of 
the Registrar.
Only representatives of the press,
authorized by the University Marshal,
are permitted to take photographs on
the floor.
Guests and visitors may take photo-
graphs from the stands, only. Please
remain seated during the Processional.
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12:00–12:30 P.M.





Willie L. Morris, III — Director
 














Director of Campus Ministry








Graduating in Music Education
WELCOMING REMARKS
Allen M. Hill











Dean of the Graduate School
INTERNATIONAL MARIAN 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE DEGREES
Daniel J. Curran by delegation of




Rev. James F. Fitz, S.M. 
Vice President for Mission and Rector
THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
ANTHEM
Joy M. Willenbrink






American Sign Language interpretation provided during the ceremony by Bonnie Lou VandenBos.
6
Please remain seated during Recessional.








Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE — DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BIOLOGY
Muhamad Ali K. Shakhatreh 
Dayton, OH 
B.S., Jordan University of Science and Technology, Jordan, 1990 
M.S., University of Louisville, 2006
Dissertation: “In Vivo Dynamics of the Quorum Sensing-Related Interplay During Symbiotic Interaction Between the Nitrogen Fixing Bacterium, 
Sinorhizobium Meliloti, and Its Eukaryotic Host, Medicago Truncatula”
THE DEGREE — DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN THEOLOGY
Brian R.E. Peterson 
South Bend, IN 
B.A., St. Olaf College, 1993 
M. of Divinity, Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary, 1997
Dissertation: “Ancient Voices: The Church Fathers in Ecumenical Conversations”
THE DEGREE — DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Diane Schwendenman
Johnstown, OH 
B.S.E., Ohio State University, 1979 
M.S.E., University of Dayton, 1988
Dissertation: “Gender Role Expectations of Classroom Teachers”




Dean of the Graduate School
*
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THE DEGREE — DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRO-OPTICS
Jennifer Lynn Carns 
London,  OH 
B.E.E., University of Dayton, 2001 
M.S.E.O., University of Dayton, 2003
Dissertation: “Semiconductor Optical Amplifier as a Phase Modulator for Short-Pulse Synthetic Aperture Ladar and Vibrometry”
THE DEGREE — DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGINEERING
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Michael D. Atkinson 
Dayton, OH 
B.S., North Carolina A & T State University, 2002 
M.S., North Carolina A & T State University, 2005




B.M.E., University of Dayton, 2004 
M.S.A.E., University of Dayton, 2005




B.S., Kettering University, 1990 
M.S.E.M., University of Dayton, 1993 
M.S.E.E., University of Dayton, 2009




B.E., Zhejiang University, China, 1992 
M.S.C.S., University of Texas at Dallas, 2002








Dean of the Graduate School




B.S., Purdue University, 1977 
M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1981





B.S., Wright State University, 2000 
M.S., Wright State University, 2002
Dissertation: “Further Development of 3-D Rotary-Wing Acoustic Directivity Using a Spherical Harmonic Representation”
9
*In Absentia
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THE DEGREE — DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
David Joseph Bailey
Brooklyn, OH 
B.S., Mount Union College, 2009
Laura Ann Brailer
Columbus, OH 
B.S., Ohio State University, 2007
Jennifer Lynn Burgei
Cloverdale, OH 
B.S., Ohio Dominican University, 2008
Eric J. Buschur 
Beavercreek, OH 
B.S.E., University of Dayton, 2009
Christina Marie Dolcich
Westerville, OH 
B.S.E., University of Dayton, 2009
Allison Mary Domsitz
Brookville, OH 
B.S., Miami University, 2009
Kelsey Ann Faulkner
Urbana, OH 
B.S.E., University of Dayton, 2009
Eric Charles Foster
Gahanna, OH 
B.S., University of Toledo, 2009
Christina Marie Garrity
Dayton, OH 
B.S., Ohio Northern University, 2008
Steven Gay
Kent, OH 
B.S., Brigham Young University, 2008
Monica Marie Goergy
Westlake, OH 
B.S., Ohio State University, 2007
Alexander Thomas Grimm
Loveland, OH 
B.S., University of Cincinnati, 2008




Dean of the Graduate School
Katharine C. Groman
New Richmond, OH 
B.S., Ohio University, 2009
Melissa E. Hamm
Dublin, OH 
B.S., Ohio University, 2009
Amanda N. Haws
Waynesville, OH 
B.S., Ohio State University, 2009
Sandra Kristine Hazners
Broadview Heights, OH 
B.A.H.S., Bowling Green State University, 2008
Jared E. Henderson
Springboro, OH 
B.S.E., University of Dayton, 2009
Nicholas Joseph Hess
Galloway, OH 
B.S., University of Toledo, 2009
Kristen Marie Koroscil
North Canton, OH 
B.S., Wright State University, 2009
Cambra Ann Kunkle
Toledo, OH 
B.S., Miami University, 2009
Kristen Marie Lies
Cincinnati, OH 
B.S., Miami University, 2008
Bret Michael Lorenzo
Xenia, OH 
B.S., Wright State University, 2009
James D. Mako
Springfield, OH 
B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University, 2008
Sean Michael McElfresh
Shadyside, OH 
B.S., Ohio University, 2009
Wade Stewart Rice
Springfield, OH 
B.S., Cedarville University, 2008
Nicole Renee Robinson-Wenger
Dayton, OH 
B.S., University of Dayton, 2008
Aaliyah Amirah Russell
Dayton, OH 
B.S., Central State University, 2004
Lindsay Marie Savaet
Poland, OH 
B.S., Slippery Rock University, 2008
Anthony Curtis Schumacher
Lewisburg, OH 
B.S., Wright State University, 2009
Amanda Michele Stier
Springboro, OH 
B.A., DePauw University, 2009
Stacey Lynn Strayer
Germantown, OH 
B.S., Morehead State University, 2008
David Werner
Huntington Station, NY 
B.S.E., University of Dayton, 2009
Katherine Elizabeth Wharton
Dayton, OH 
B.S.E., Ohio State University, 2008
Blain M. Williams
Wilmington, OH 
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Dean of the Graduate School
GRADUATE DEGREES




Dean of the Graduate School





















































































THE DEGREE— MASTER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Meng Lin
Beijing, China
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THE DEGREES — BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND
                                  MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Brittany M. Balzer
Homer Glen, IL 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting) 
  Cum Laude 
Kelly K. Bannister
St. Louis, MO 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting)  
Timothy J. Bergant
Euclid, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting)  
Brad Michael Borchers
Minster, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting)  
Francis John Byers
Sarasota, FL 




  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
Tara P. Creger
University Heights, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting)  
Maria Lynn Elking
New Bremen, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting)  
Shelby R. Elking
Coldwater, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting/Operations  
and Supply Management) 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Jack T. Elmore
Wexford, PA 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting)  
Jeffrey Riley Firestone
Bay Village, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting/Finance) 
James Andrew Hankenhof Jr.
Toledo, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting/Finance) 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
Amy K. Heck
New Carlisle, OH 
(B.S.B.A., International Business/Accounting) 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Jason Allen Herberger
Fort Wayne, IN 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting/Finance) 
Andrew Joel Hipp 
Norwalk, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting) 




Kelley Marie Kollef 
Manchester, MO 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting/Finance) 
Anna Michelle Kornowski 
Broadview Heights, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting) 








  Summa Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
Amber M. Niekamp
New Bremen, OH 




  Magna Cum Laude 
Anastasia L. Nunn
Cleveland, OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting/Operations  
and Supply Management)  
Corinne Deirdre O’Grady
Ada, MI 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting/Operations  




  Magna Cum Laude 
Kevin J. Rushing
Manchester, MO 




  Magna Cum Laude 
Kaitlyn E. Spahr
Lebanon, OH 
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Caroline Maria Anna Herzog
Augsburg, Germany
Andrew J. Hill
St. Louis, MO 
  Marianist Leadership Scholar
Jamie Scott Holden
Kettering, OH
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THE DEGREE — MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING
Joelle Antoine Baddour
Jbeil, Lebanon








































THE DEGREE — MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING










THE DEGREE — MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Wu Cheng
Nanjing, China
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THE DEGREE — MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRO-OPTICS
Ross Lee Bobb
Dayton, OH





THE DEGREE — MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Faisal Farhan Aljohani
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia










































Bond Arthur Thomas, Jr.
Waukegan, IL
Osama Sadd A. Warfalli
Benghazi, Libya
James Allan Washington IV
Greenfield, WI
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Dean of the Graduate School

































William Daniel Carter 
Westerville, OH




































Bernard James Gearon Jr.
Kettering, OH













































































































































Kevin Philip Sizemore 
Miamisburg, OH
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Theology (S.T.L.) and a Doctorate of 
Sacred Theology (S.T.D.) The program 
is accredited by the Marianum and  
approved by the Congregation for 
Catholic Education at the Vatican.  
Presently there are only two places in 
the world, Rome and Dayton, where 
students can earn the Licentiate of 
Sacred Theology (S.T.L.) and the  
Doctorate of Sacred Theology (S.T.D.) 
with specialization in Mariology.
THE MARIAN LIBRARY/ 
INTERNATIONAL MARIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE (IMRI)
Kathleen M. Webb
Dean
Founded by the  
Marianists of the 
University of Dayton, 
the Marian Library/ 
International Marian  
Research Institute 
has the universal mission to make the 
Virgin Mary, Mother of Jesus Christ, 
better known, loved and served. This 
global, scholarly and pastoral privi-
lege is fulfilled above all through  
the operation of the Marian Library, 
founded in 1943 and today recognized 
Rev. François Rossier
Executive Director
as the world’s largest and most 
comprehensive collection of printed 
materials on the Blessed Virgin Mary, 
as well as through the International 
Marian Research Institute (IMRI).
The International Marian Research 
Institute was established in 1975 at  
the University of Dayton in affiliation 
with the Pontifical Theological Faculty  
Marianum in Rome. IMRI offers a 
graduate program from the Marianum 
leading to a Licentiate of Sacred 
DOCTORATE OF SACRED THEOLOGY (S.T.D.)
Richard H. Bulzacchelli
Nashville, TN




Dissertation: “The Writings and Works of Servant of God, Patrick J. Peyton, CSC, as they Reflect his Marian Spirituality”
Father Gregory E. Roth
Spokane, WA
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9:00–9:30 A.M. 





Willie L. Morris, III — Director 
 
ORDER OF EXERCISES 
9:45 A.M. 
PRESIDING 
Daniel J. Curran 
President of the University 
PRELUDE 
R. Alan Kimbrough 
Department of English 
PROCESSIONAL 
INTRODUCTION 




Director of Campus Ministry 






THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Jarrod M. Kinkley
Graduating in Music Performance 
WELCOMING REMARKS 
Allen M. Hill





Daniel J. Curran 
PROVOST’S REMARKS 
Joseph E. Saliba 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Daniel J. Curran 
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES 
The College of Arts and Sciences 
Paul H. Benson 
Dean 
The School of Business Administration 
Joseph Castellano 
Interim Dean 




The School of Engineering 
Tony E. Saliba 
Dean 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Joseph E. Saliba 
BENEDICTION 
Rev. James F. Fitz, S.M. 
Vice President for Mission and Rector
THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
ANTHEM 
Joy M. Willenbrink
Graduating in Music Therapy
RECESSIONAL 
R. Alan Kimbrough 
 
American Sign Language interpretation provided during the ceremony by Bonnie Lou VandenBos.
Please remain seated during Recessional.
23
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UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Paul H. Benson
Dean






Highland Heights, KY 

























































  Cum Laude
  Chaminade Scholar
  Core Program









































  Magna Cum Laude













  Magna Cum Laude 
Kelsey E. Hays
Des Peres, MO 
Megan Kathleen Hazelton
Chagrin Falls, OH












Clarendon Hills, IL 
Olivia Ann Johnson
Cincinnati, OH 
Tonica Johnson (Dual Degree)
Willoughby, OH











  Magna Cum Laude






Western Springs, IL 
Stephanie Lynn Koziar
Dayton, OH







  Cum Laude 
Kevin Joseph Lawlor
St. Louis, MO 
Evan J. Levine
Shaker Heights, OH
  Magna Cum Laude 
Jane Bernadette Littlefield
Long Beach, NY 
Kelly Rae Lofredo
Chatham, NJ




Rochester Hills, MI 
Justin R. Lovelace
North Aurora, IL
  Magna Cum Laude
  University Honors    
John M. Lucas










































Lake Forest, IL 
Elliott J. Queen
Excelsior, MN









  Magna Cum Laude 
Elizabeth A. Reeves
Vernon Hills, IL 






  Magna Cum Laude 
Calli Susan Roberts

























St. Louis, MO 
Matthew G. Stine
Maineville, OH 
Daniel Joseph Francis Sullivan
Canonsburg, PA 
Gerald J. Taglia
River Forest, IL 
Jonathan Michael Terry




Old Hickory, TN 
Jeremy Garcia Vinluan
Virginia Beach, VA 
Chelsea Beth Wilkinson
Fairfax, VA
  Magna Cum Laude








  Commissioned in the United States Army
Joshua R. Dunleavy
Cleveland, OH
  Commissioned in the United States Army
Tyler J. Eidson
Kent, OH  
Caitlin E. Emmerich
Grove City, OH  
Mario D. Falsetti
Elm Grove, WI  
Jacob A. Gebelle
Huron, OH  
Brian Ruedi Heitz
Louisville, KY  
Jeffrey Philip Joseph Ivas
Mansfield, MA
  Cum Laude
  Commissioned in the United States Army
Tyler Charles Kennedy
Lawrenceburg, IN
  Magna Cum Laude 
Craig M. LaRocco
Forestdale, MA  
Lauren Elizabeth Maddente
Delafield, WI
  Cum Laude
  Dayton Civic Scholar
John Matthew Maddock Jr.
Marietta, GA  
Meredith Darian Marcinik
Santa Fe, NM  
Michelle M. Miller
Tipp City, OH  
Kayla L. Moses
Georgetown, KY  
Casey John O’Connor
Dover, NJ  
Julia N. O’Neil
Laurel, MD  
Megan Brooke Osborn
Vandalia, OH  
Kevin Mark Parkinson
Prospect Heights, IL  
Nathanial Sierra Perry
Urbana, IL
  Cum Laude
  University Honors  
Lauren Marie Wargacki











Solon, OH  
Mark R. Kohrman
Grayslake, IL  
Lawrence M. Kondowe
Avon Lake, OH
  Cum Laude
  Marianist Leadership Scholar
Richard Charles Nebel III
Red Hook, NY





  Dayton Civic Scholar 
Adam M. Rey
Chesterfield, MO
  Cum Laude









  Cum Laude  
Katherine Ann Blum (Dual Degree)
Findlay, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Hilary R. Clifford
Redwood Shores, CA 
  Magna Cum Laude 











  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 







  Magna Cum Laude  
Elizabeth C. Martens
Rocky River, OH 
  Core Program  
Katherine Mary McHugh (Dual Degree)
Wheaton, IL 
  Cum Laude  
Jessica D. Montan









  Magna Cum Laude 




Manchester, OH  
Halle S. Trapp
Parma, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors with Distinction
Soleil A. Verse
Beavercreek, OH 
  Core Program  
Gregory Edward Wajda
Arlington Heights, IL 
Robin Lisa Warshaw
Cincinnati, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Michael Joseph Winn II
Louisville, KY 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors with Distinction
Gregory T. Yahle
Bellbrook, OH 






  Being Commissioned in the United States  
  Marine Corps  
Samantha Elizabeth Buckner  
  (Dual Degree)
Mooresville, IN 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Andrew William Carter
Columbus, OH 
Dana Michelle Chiuchiarelli  
  (Dual Degree)
Hinckley, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
27
*In Absentia
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Rebecca Michael  Elderkin
Venetia, PA  





  Cum Laude  
Kimberly Lauren Juhnke
Holland, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Alison Lee Lifka (Dual Degree)
Downers Grove, IL 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Amanda Ione Baratka Merrill  
  (Dual Degree)
Naperville, IL 
  Cum Laude  
Stephanie M. Moon
Vandalia, OH 
  Cum Laude 





  Cum Laude  
Kiley Margaret Mullane
La Grange Park, IL 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
Mary Kathleen Nolan
Dayton, OH 
  Core Program  
Erin Kathleen Quinn
Fort Wayne, IN 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Joshua Quay Rogerson
Mooresville, NC 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Amy J. Ruehl
Manchester, MO 
  Cum Laude  
Anne Catherine Skuse
Pittsford, NY 
  Core Program  
Megan Ann Slayback
Dayton, OH 







  Summa Cum Laude 






Mayfield Heights, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  Core Program 




Rosemary C. Eyerman (Dual Degree)
Cleveland, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Megan Elizabeth Hils
Springfield, OH 





  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Katarina A. Lucas
Pewaukee, WI 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Dayton Civic Scholar 
Christopher J. Lucke
Pittsburgh, PA 











Highland Heights, KY 
  Summa Cum Laude 




Tipp City, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Suzanne Louise Campanella
Rocky River, OH 
   Magna Cum Laude  
Lindsey E. Cummings
Saline, MI
  Magna Cum Laude
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Sarah Frances Edwards
Kalamazoo, MI 
  University Honors    
Anne Claire Estill
May’s Lick, KY 
  Cum Laude  
Amanda L. Fioritto
Holland, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors with Distinction
Katherine Elizabeth Gonzalez
Dayton, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Dayton Civic Scholar 





  Cum Laude  
Jemima Abla Homawoo
Rosedale, MD 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
John Edward McGinnis
Dayton, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Dayton Civic Scholar 
















  Core Program  
Rebecca L. Young
Xenia, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 








  Core Program
MATHEMATICS
Margaret Mary Edison (Dual Degree)
Grand Rapids, MI 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors with Distinction
Meghan Elizabeth Gregus (Dual Degree)
Crystal Lake, IL 
Christina M. Haas
Middleburg Heights, OH 
Jessica Leigh Harrigan (Dual Degree) 
Cincinnati, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Karoline E. Hoffman
Naperville, IL 
Erin Kathleen Murphy (Dual Degree)
Marengo, IL 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Courtney Britt Perkins (Dual Degree)
Goshen, KY 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Jason S. Rader (Dual Degree)
New Bremen, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Justine Catherine Raterman  
  (Dual Degree)
Bradford, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Eric M. Snyder (Dual Degree) 
Columbus, OH 
















  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  














Aaron Jerard Adams Jr.
Dayton, OH  
William D. Bair
Bethel Park, PA  
Chanelle Nicole Baylor
Camden, NJ  
Erin Nicole Brennan
Pittsburgh, PA 
  Cum Laude 
  Commissioned in the United States Army
Christopher Bernard Brough
Kettering, OH  
Larquana S. Bryan
Rockville Centre, NY  
Carly Ann Cenedella
Villa Hills, KY 
  Core Program 
Keith R. Conti
Floral Park, NY  
Nicole Christine D’Agata
Hanover, PA 
  Cum Laude 
Colin Dean Davidson
Indianapolis, IN  
Kevin Thomas Erbs
St. Louis, MO  
Timothy J. Finnigan
Terrace Park, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Brian Patrick Focareto
Parma, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Commissioned in the United States Army
Sariana L. García-Ocasio
San Juan, PR 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Amanda R. Hemann
Strongsville, OH  
Megan Margaret Hoggatt
Chicago, IL  
Elizabeth G. Hopkins
Dayton, OH  
Nicholas J. Hufford
Danville, IN  
Joseph Stephen Jeziorowski
Fairview Park, OH
  Summa Cum Laude
  University Honors  
Bethanie G. Joseph
Medina, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Bethany A. King
Dayton, OH  
Christopher P. Klarich 
Blue Bell, PA  
Sarah Elizabeth Kociuba
North Royalton, OH 
  Commissioned in the United States Air Force 
Alex Christopher Krouse
Downers Grove, IL 





  Cum Laude 
Abigail L. McLean
Cincinnati, OH  
Brian David Mielcusny
Avon Lake, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Erika Christine Morris




Birmingham, MI  
Aaron L. Rankin
St. Louis, MO 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Shane P. Rogers
Avon Lake, OH 




  Commissioned in the United States Army
Eric R. Seeds
Westerville, OH  
Andrew James Shaffer
Hamilton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  Chaminade Scholar
Kevin M. Sheehan
Naperville, IL 
  Cum Laude 
Lauren A. Simcic
Cleveland, OH 
  Dayton Civic Scholar 
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Victoria A. Spencer
St. Louis, MO  
David P. Stakes
Northfield, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Anthony H. Staup
Dayton, OH 
  Commissioned in the United States Army
Nina Christine Sykora 
St. Louis, MO  
Michael J. Veselik
Hinsdale, IL 
  Dayton Civic Scholar 
Michael Benjamin Weeda
Potomac, MD  
Jessie Leigh Weinmann
Lexington, KY 
  Magna Cum Laude 
 
 PSYCHOLOGY
Ashley Marie Adamcik (Dual Degree)
Washington, PA 
  Cum Laude  
Natalie L. Anderson
Broadview Heights, OH 





















North Canton, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors with Distinction 
Rachel Colleen Creedon
Columbus, OH 





  Magna Cum Laude  
Patrick Keith Donnelly
Dayton, OH 





  Summa Cum Laude 
  Chaminade Scholar 
  University Honors with Distinction
Sarah Marie Esslinger
Chesterfield, MO 






San Antonio, TX 




North Olmsted, OH 
Beige Leanne Gustafson
Simpsonville, KY 
  Cum Laude  
Jennifer M. Hanzel
Loveland, OH 










  Summa Cum Laude 
  Dayton Civic Scholar 





  Magna Cum Laude  
Afton M. Johnson
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude 







  Cum Laude  
Kaitlin Elizabeth Key
Dayton, OH 





















Evergreen Park, IL 
Charissa Ping Hui Qiu
Singapore, Singapore 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Seth D. Richardson
Omaha, NE 




Hinsdale, IL  
Nicole M. Runco
St. Louis, MO 





  Core Program  
Jaclyn Denise Scrivner (Dual Degree)
Wheeling, IL 
Samantha Shara Selsky
Manhattan Beach, CA 
Catherine M. Shea
Loveland, OH 










Chagrin Falls, OH 
Nicole B. Will
Lagrange, IL 







North Bend, OH 
Caitlin Brittany Cipolla-McCulloch   
  (Dual Degree)
Powell, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Michael M. Hyde
St. Louis, MO 
Mary Catherine Schroeder
Ottawa, OH 




West Harrison, IN 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  Chaminade Scholar  
  University Honors with Distinction
SOCIOLOGY
Sara Kelly Brooke
Dayton, OH  
Amy Nicole Bush
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  Marianist Leadership Scholar
Benjamin James Codispoti
Kettering, OH  
Lauren Marie Cummerlander 
Pickerington, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Kathryn Rose Fien
Fairport, NY  
Ashley A. Fiffick
Stow, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Leah Michelle Grandy
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Keelie Mackenzie Gustin
Tipp City, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Bernard D. Jones Jr.
Dayton, OH 
  Dayton Civic Scholar 
Christa S. Natke
Mount Pleasant, MI  
Erin Lou Nelson
Redwood City, CA  
Mary Elizabeth Ridella
Detroit, MI  
Elaine Marie Rocci
Springboro, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Ashley Carroll Sherman
Sandy Spring, MD  
Victoria J. Suther
Kettering, OH  
Katherine M. Tesensky
Cedarburg, WI  
Margaret Sullivan Tobin









  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Erin L. Hunkemoeller (Dual Degree)
West Chester, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Rebekah Lynn Jabin
Cincinnati, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Glenna Knape (Dual Degree)
Grand Rapids, MI 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Colleen Anne McHugh
Chagrin Falls, OH  
Aakash Shah (Dual Degree)
Cincinnati, OH 






  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program
Molly K. Kearney
North Olmsted, OH 
Emily K. Mills
South Glastonbury, CT 
  Core Program







Nicole F. Baeder (Dual Degree)
Dublin, OH 
  Cum Laude
Andrew Stephen Ehret
St. Louis, MO  
Christine Anne Hackbarth
Columbus, OH  
Kaitlyn Kristine Hiti
North Ridgeville, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Kelly Eileen Morris
Mansfield, OH 




WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Kelly A. MacKenzie
Westborough, MA

















Fairview Park, OH 
Sierra A. Schmitt
Toledo, OH 








  Magna Cum Laude
Lauren Kimberly Ebbert
Cincinnati, OH 
  Cum Laude
Erin E. Gottron
Powell, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
Elizabeth A. Anderson
Wheeling, IL  
Rebecca Mary Belec
Independence, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Jennifer Catherine Biette
Carmel, IN 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Chelsea M. Bray
Huntsville, OH  
Krystal L. Byrne
Ottoville, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Andrew M. Clavin
Concord Township, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Caitlin Marie Douglas
Wadsworth, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Connor Duncan Fleming
Lake Forest, IL  
Gerard A. Gerace
Oak Park, IL  
Benjamin Anthony Girmann
Centerville, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Lauren Graehler
Louisville, KY 
  Cum Laude 
Ellen Julia Gramke
Middletown, OH  
Kelli Nicole Gray
Dayton, OH  
Margaret L. Hardesty
Findlay, OH  
Elizabeth A. Kelly
Mason, OH  
Bradley J. Lefeld
Centerville, OH  
Lisa Lorek
Mentor, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Hannah Mariah Magnan
Minneapolis, MN 
  Cum Laude 
Michael Lee Mairose
Cincinnati, OH  
Courtney A. Morgan
Springboro, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Sean Patrick Thomas Posey
Dayton, OH  
Donald George Rambacher III
Sagamore Hills, OH  
Kathryn Kelleher Sturm
Chevy Chase, MD  
Madison Elaine Sullivan
Springfield, IL 
  Cum Laude 
Bridget Sarah Terry
St. Louis, MO  
Hannah M. Thomas















Seongnam, South Korea 















East Grand Rapids, MI 







  Cum Laude




















  Cum Laude
 
 
THE DEGREE — BACHELOR OF MUSIC
MUSIC EDUCATION
Rachel Eileen Cenci





  Cum Laude 
Jarrod M. Kinkley
St. Marys, OH  
Fiona Brooke McGowan
Chillicothe, IL 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Kristin Anne Mullen-Muhr
Arlington Heights, IL 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Kevin J. Sylvester
Dumont, NJ 






  Cum Laude














North Olmsted, OH 
  Cum Laude
Colleen Adele Ricketts
Worthington, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude
Megan A. Shaughnessy
Rocky River, OH 
  Cum Laude
Caroline Amanda Smith
Gahanna, OH 
  Cum Laude
Joy M. Willenbrink
Kimberly, WI 
  Magna Cum Laude
Jennifer Suzanne Zellem
Hendersonville, TN 
  Cum Laude




  Cum Laude 
Carla Jean Nietfeld
St. Henry, OH  
Jacob Louis Rosen
Akron, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
BIOCHEMISTRY
Nathaniel Anthony Ivan
Massillon, OH  
Andrew P. Kuttler
Lancaster, OH  
Patricia L. Moore
Jamestown, OH  
Gina Marie Poerio
Gibsonia, PA  
Timothy C. Sack
Union, OH  
Emily Jane Sandmann
Cincinnati, OH  
Patrick J. Sweigert
Mentor, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Samantha L. Viviani
Mentor, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Hayley Elizabeth Ward
Dayton, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
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BIOLOGY
Martin Chase Aguilar
Berwyn, PA  
Maureen C. Berg
West Chester, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Thomas P. Blum
South Bend, IN  
Hillary M. Broadbent
Dover, OH 
  Commissioned in the United States Army
Lauren Louise Charbonneau
Sagamore Hills, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Caitlin Brittany Cipolla-McCulloch 
  (Dual Degree)
Powell, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
Sean Elizabeth Conroy
Philadelphia, PA 
  Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Josetta Anina DeFrancisco
Solon, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Michael A. Deyhle
Cincinnati, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Allison Rae Gansel
Alliance, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Matthew William Giese
Villa Hills, KY  
Erik Josef Glassl
Manchester, MO 
  Cum Laude 
Shannon Clair Hallinan
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Katelin Elizabeth Hanes
Liberty Township, OH 
  Core Program 
  University Honors with Distinction
Emily Ann Huffman
Lima, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Lauren M. Hunt
Zionsville, IN 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Pablo J. Janer
Sugar Land, TX  
Michael M. Kelley
Dayton, OH  
Glenna Knape (Dual Degree)
Grand Rapids, MI 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Matthew C. Kohn
Garfield Heights, OH 
Marton Alexander Kondray
Pepper Pike, OH 
Andrea Elizabeth Lutter
Cincinnati, OH  
John Wayne Lynch
Springfield, OH  
Sara M. McCrate
Kettering, OH 
  University Honors   
Charia J. McKee
Chicago, IL  
Ryan J. Mellion
Clinton, OH  
Trisha Lynn Miller
Delphos, OH 




Grosse Point Park, MI  
Hannah Jane Raffoul
Xenia, OH  
Antonio O. Rodriguez 
San Juan, PR  
Vilma Mariela Pabon Rodriguez
Aibonito, PR  
Babette R. Rosselot
Olean, NY  
Aakash Shah (Dual Degree)
Cincinnati, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Sara Marie Smith
Cincinnati, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Eric J. Swint
Toledo, OH  
David J. Tacy
Cincinnati, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Jessica Elizabeth Teater
New Philadelphia, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Catherine Z. Wagner
Hudson, OH  
Jonathan B. White
New Philadelphia, OH  
Matthew Stephen Wysocki
Indianapolis, IN  
Megan A. Zellmer
St. Louis, MO 
































Columbus, OH  
Kevin P. Kollar
Powell, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Eryn Marie Moore








North Olmsted, OH 
  Chaminade Scholar
GEOLOGY







Danielle M. Bott (Dual Degree)
Hilliard, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors with Distinction
Brian T. Bradley
Mason, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 











  Magna Cum Laude 
 University Honors   
Leanna R. Komanecky
Strongsville, OH 














  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors
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PREDENTISTRY
Emily S. Baker
Avon Lake, OH 
  Cum Laude
Jodee Christean Coldren
Van Buren, OH 
Courtney L. Kutsulis
Homer Glen, IL 
  Cum Laude
Yvonne Michelle Marten
Fortville, IN 













Redford, MI  
Kayla M. Beltz
Xenia, OH  
Alyssa M. Breaugh
Novi, MI 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Matthew S. Brockberg
Troy, MI 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Katherine E. Bruening
Beachwood, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Emily Mary Buerschen
Bellbrook, OH  
Tyra Lindsey Campbell
Middletown, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Ashley J. Carpenter
Elyria, OH  
Kayli P. Deckert
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Byron M. Endsley
Florissant, MO  
Nicholas John Fosheim
Chesterfield, MO  
Jordan Frances Geroski
Fostoria, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Daniel J. Goldbach
Liberty Township, OH  
Benjamin Lee Gough
Centerville, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Joseph Richard Granite
Racine, WI 
  Cum Laude 
Jessica Nicole Jose
Ballwin, MO 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Dustin R. Kaminsky
Wildwood, MO  
Joshua P. Kern
Findlay, OH  
Christopher J. Kovaleski
Loveland, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
Rebecca J. Land
Canal Winchester, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Catherine L. Leatherwood
Gainesville, GA 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Corin Jane Marshall
Findlay, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Kevin Patrick McGrellis
Wilmington, DE 
  Cum Laude 
Caitlin Marie McMillan
Grafton, OH  
Kelsey L. Miller
Barrington, IL  
Samantha L. Najpaver
Parma, OH  
Matthew Lloyd Ohlin
Akron, OH  
Michael W. Owens
Gaithersburg, MD  
William E. Petraiuolo
Highland Heights, OH  
Jill M. Pockras 
Mason, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Jeanette Noel Poissant
Broadview Heights, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Ann Marie Poling
Van Wert, OH  
Brittany L. Ritter
Pickerington, OH  
Anthony P. Rohana
Fishers, IN 
  Cum Laude 
Lindsey A. Salchli
Springboro, OH  
Elizabeth Rose Scariot
St. Louis, MO  
Anna Joan Scott
Big Rock, IL 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
John Eric Shoffer
Toledo, OH  
Curtis Michael Staun
Granger, IN  
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Christopher J. Stucke
Maria Stein, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Brian Andrew Telek
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Thomas J. Terlau
Covington, KY  
Mary Elizabeth Toyoda
Dayton, OH  
Melanie S. Vandermeir
Huntington, IN  
Kyle J. Wenker
Milford, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Eric John Robert Whelchel
Greenwood, IN 
  Cum Laude
PSYCHOLOGY
Rebekah Bryan
Troy, OH  
Ming Yue Chan
Singapore, Singapore 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors with Distinction
George I. Clem
Aurora, CO  
Colleen Marie Cunningham
Chicago, IL  
Sean Patrick Delmore 
Twinsburg, OH  
Paul T. Enlow
Hudson, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Christine N. Farmer
Knoxville, TN  
Lacey Michele Frye
Englewood, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Kelly Jo Grothouse
Delphos, OH 




Dayton, OH  
Dana S. Lynch
Wexford, PA 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Natalia J. Millin
Palatine, IL  
Joshua D. Moran
Hamilton, OH  
Nicholas J. Mulholland
Carnegie, PA  
Jacob Matthew Punch
Lakeside Park, KY  
Lisa C. Routt
Cincinnati, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Adam Daniel Sitz
Fort Wayne, IN 
  Chaminade Scholar 
Gabrielle Leesett Clara Stewart
Greensboro, NC  
Shea M. Tolson
Waynesville, OH  
Blake Stuart Watterworth
Westport, CT  
Ke’Ara Monique Willis
Dayton, OH  
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THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Joseph Castellano
Interim Dean
THE DEGREE — BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ACCOUNTING
Eric M. Allison 
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI  
John A. Amantea
South Euclid, OH  
Chase L. Brandeberry 
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Nicholas Michael Capelety
Grafton, OH  
Patrisha M. Castrataro
Mentor, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 





Delphos, OH  
Kevin Christopher Cooke
La Grange, IL 
  Cum Laude 
Mark Clemente Danese
Avon, OH  
Richard Michael Esposto Jr.
Washington, PA  
Thomas James Ferriss
Kirkwood, MO  
Alex Joseph Frasz
Chagrin Falls, OH  
Thomas Xavier Hilley III
Rockville, MD  
Molly Kay Hobbs
West Carrollton, OH 
  University Honors   
Matthew Henry Huffman
Lima, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Richard J. Ianni
South Euclid, OH  
Matthew James Kaiser
Wheaton, IL  
Kevin M. Kern




Miamisburg, OH  
Lisa Ellen Koster
Cincinnati, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Jacklyn A. Kowalski
Park Ridge, IL  
William P. Maloney III
Chevy Chase, MD 
  Cum Laude 
Ryan T. Martin
Chicago, IL  
Sarah E. McCormick
Dayton, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Amy Nicole Meyer
Houston, OH  
Nicole L. Myers
Lorain, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Michael William Carl Nelson
Glenview, IL 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Tyler N. Rex
Chesterland, OH  
Anthony John Ricciardi





  Summa Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
Lloyd K. Shannon
Kettering, OH  
Kaitlyn Noelle Spain
Springfield, OH  
Alyssa Marie Susko
Girard, OH  
Travis D. Trentman
Fort Jennings, OH  
Elizabeth C. Trotta
Cincinnati, OH  
Megan P. Welsh
North Royalton, OH  
Joshua H. Westermeyer
Cincinnati, OH  
Kristin E. Whalen
Ada, MI 
  Summa Cum Laude 













  Cum Laude  
Lindsay Sherwood Fouse
Aliquippa, PA 





  Summa Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Kyle Garrett Graves











St. Louis, MO 
Brendan W. Bruns




North Royalton, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Andrea Kathleen Erikson
East Peoria, IL 











  Cum Laude  
Andrew J. Hammes
St. Charles, IL 
Annea Hapciu
Prishtina, Kosovo 
  Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Andrew J. Hill
St. Louis, MO 
  Cum Laude 
  Marianist Leadership Scholar
Joseph M. Ianni
Solon, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Alison C. Iovino





  Cum Laude  
Nolan R. Lovan
St. Louis, MO 
  Cum Laude  
Sarah A. Mlinarcik






















James Raymond Russell II
Elyria, OH 


















Grand Rapids, MI 
Patrick J. Barrett
Grand Rapids, MI 
Andrew Louis Bouquet
Ballwin, MO 









St. Louis, MO 
  Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Joseph J. Capka
North Royalton, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Gregory J. Castell
Willoughby, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Jonathan W. Castleton














Arlington Heights, IL 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Quinn Joseph Ferguson
Ottawa Hills, OH 
Christian Spencer Files
Birmingham, AL 


































  Cum Laude  
Kevin Blaise Liederbach













  Commissioned in the United States Army
Natalie Jayne McGregor
Park Hills, KY 





























  Core Program 
  University Honors  
  Commissioned in the United States Army
J.D. Schmerge
Park Hills, KY 
Vanessa Roxanne Toby





Kimberly J. Whitehair 







  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors
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Sarah B. Gajos 
Downers Grove, IL 
Stephen F. Gilbert
Dayton, OH 




Toa Alta, PR 









Lauren Nicole Ruffolo 
Farmington Hills, MI 
Patricia L. Russo
Cincinnati, OH 
  Cum Laude
Erika R. Schweiss
St. Louis, MO 















  Cum Laude
Tyler D. Schutz
Mentor, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude
Courtney Lynn Slevin











































MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS — BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE EMPHASIS
Jordan David Adams
Cleveland, OH
















  Summa Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Raed A. Alhamedi





  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Nicole F. Baeder (Dual Degree)
Dublin, OH 
  Cum Laude   
Meredith F. Baer
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Leslie A. Barron
Hopkinton, MA 
  Cum Laude  
Melinda N. Beauchamp
Spring Grove, IL 
Brittany Lynn Bernard
Fairview, PA 









Upper St. Clair, PA 
Stephanie N. Burt
Liberty Township, OH 
Kristina T. Carrico
St. Louis, MO 
Caroline P. Cheesman













Donald M. De Roia
Solon, OH 
Patrick Olivier Giscard D’Estaing











































Oak Park, IL 
Michael R. Montag
Evergreen Park, IL 
Allison Kathleen Moroney





  Magna Cum Laude  
Carolyne Rose Nebel


















  Magna Cum Laude 
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Maria Andrea Stowell
Loveland, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Julie A. Strunk 
Dublin, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Sarah Rebecca Stull
Solon, OH 
  Cum Laude  
James T. Swanson
Chagrin Falls, OH 
  Core Program  
Alexandra C. Vossen
St. Louis, MO 
Stephanie Nicole Waldrop
Lewis Center, OH 
Danica Marie Wasser
Goshen, KY 




Arlington Heights, IL 
Carly C. Yoo
Potomac, MD









Randal John Burgdorf 
Milford, OH 
Victoria L. Carnaghi
Clinton Township, MI 
Brian K. Cugliari









Rochester Hills, MI 
Ryan J. Flynn
Highland Heights, OH 
Timothy N. Griffith
Grosse Pointe, MI 
Jessica Leigh Hannon
Twinsburg, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 



























  Core Program  
Katelyn M. Sokol
Vermilion, OH 
  Cum Laude  






















Rocky River, OH 
Andrea M. Broge





Matthew E. Crawford 
Rochester Hills, MI 
Alexander Michael Galluzzo
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Megan K. Hartmann
Cincinnati, OH 





  Cum Laude  
Bryce J. Huelsman
St. Henry, OH 









  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Timothy Stanley Kott 
Plymouth, MI 
Erin Ellen Kraska
Highland Heights, OH 
Abigail A. Lundy











  Commissioned in the United States Army
Corey J. Puthoff
St. Henry, OH 





  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
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THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS
Kevin R. Kelly
Dean
THE DEGREE — BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS
ADOLESCENCE TO YOUNG ADULT EDUCATION
Ashley Marie Adamcik (Dual Degree)
Washington, PA 
  Cum Laude  
Katherine Ann Blum (Dual Degree)
Findlay, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Danielle M. Bott (Dual Degree)
Hilliard, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors with Distinction
Margaret H. Browne
Upper Arlington, OH 
Samantha Elizabeth Buckner  
  (Dual Degree)
Mooresville, IN 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Dana Michelle Chiuchiarelli  
  (Dual Degree)
Hinckley, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Caroline Rose Clements
Haddon Heights, NJ 
  Cum Laude  
Patrick J. Danko
Perrysburg, OH 
Margaret Mary Edison (Dual Degree)
Grand Rapids, MI 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors with Distinction
James E. Elliott
Vandalia, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Mary Elizabeth Felton
Tiffin, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Meghan Elizabeth Gregus (Dual Degree)
Crystal Lake, IL 
Jessica R. Hanley
Columbus, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Jessica Leigh Harrigan (Dual Degree)
Cincinnati, OH
  Magna Cum Laude  
Kathryn Mary Hoendorf
Vandalia, OH 
Tonica Johnson (Dual Degree)
Willoughby, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Alison Lee Lifka (Dual Degree)
Downers Grove, IL 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Katherine Mary McHugh  
  (Dual Degree)
Wheaton, IL 
  Cum Laude  
Amanda Ione Baratka Merrill  
  (Dual Degree)
Naperville, IL 
  Cum Laude  
Benjamin P. Moore
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude  
James Robert Mullins
Louisville, KY 
  Cum Laude  
Erin Kathleen Murphy (Dual Degree)
Marengo, IL 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Sarah J. Nicholas
West Chester, OH 
Courtney Britt Perkins (Dual Degree)
Goshen, KY 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Jason S. Rader (Dual Degree)
New Bremen, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
David Thomas Recker 
Ottawa, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Alyssa Danielle Rivera
Mastic Beach, NY 
Benjamin R. Smith
Dayton, OH 
Eric M. Snyder (Dual Degree) 
Columbus, OH 




  Cum Laude  
Lauren Erica Paige Williams
Englewood, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Kristen Marie Woo
Gaithersburg, MD 
  Cum Laude  
Emily B. Zimmerman
Dayton, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude
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Rosemary C. Eyerman (Dual Degree)
Cleveland, OH 
  Cum Laude
Jessica M. Grilliot
West Milton, OH 





  Summa Cum Laude
Amanda L. Logan
Miamisburg, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude
Ligia Maria Lopes
North Royalton, OH 
  Cum Laude
Lauren M. Mickey
Brecksville, OH 
  Cum Laude
Hilary A. Pelligra
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 
  Cum Laude
Kelly Ellen Reilly
Katonah, NY 
  Cum Laude
Erin Rose South
Grand Blanc, MI 
Andrea N. Stumpo
Elkton, MD 
  Magna Cum Laude
Erika A. Thomas
Canton, OH 
  Cum Laude
Julie Renee Wise
Westlake, OH 




  Cum Laude 
Heather Elizabeth Armstrong
Sagamore Hills, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Brenna M. Brys
Strongsville, OH  
Jennifer L. Bucher
Columbus, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Chelsea A. Carroll
Glen Ellyn, IL 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Brooke Nicole Chervenick
Pittsburgh, PA  
Katherine C. Cockerham
St. Charles, IL 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Kristen Nicole Dobransky
Cleveland, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Mindi Renee Duncan
Dayton, OH  
Courtney Christine Dunford
Mason, OH  
Abigail Mary Duvall
Chesterfield, MO  
Erika Eisenhardt
Poolesville, MD 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Katherine Ann Ertle
Brecksville, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Colleen Hanlon Fehring
Wauwatosa, WI  
Anne Lisbeth Fiorenza
Cincinnati, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program
Paige Cunningham Gilligan
San Diego, CA  
KellyAnn M. Gorman




Cleveland, OH  
Kiera Dyann Harris
Mason, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Christine Joan Hewitt
Barrington, IL  
Chelsea MacBain Hood
Chagrin Falls, OH  
Kathrine L. Huber
Hudson, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Karen M. Inkrot
Cincinnati, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Jacqueline Nicole James
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Ashley Nicolle Joern
Webster Groves, MO 
  Cum Laude 
Elena J. Konstantin
Arlington, VA 
  Cum Laude 
Sarah Elizabeth Kunkel
Scottsdale, AZ 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Katybeth B. Layton
Medway, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Kristen Mary Majeika
Ashaway, RI 
  Cum Laude 
Kaitlyn Marie Marra
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Cory McClain
West Chester, OH 
  Core Program 
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Brianna Marie McCormick
Avon Lake, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Kylie Anne McGowan
Mequon, WI  
Melinda K. Michael
Clayton, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Andrea L. Miller
Dayton, OH  
Stephanie Marie Mott
Ashburn, VA  
Bryan Kevin Mullen
Pittsburgh, PA  
Katie Mulcahy Neenan
Gahanna, OH 





   Magna Cum Laude  
Erin E. Phillips
Metuchen, NJ  
Bethany Ann Renner
Uniontown, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Anne Patrice Riley
Roswell, GA  
Gina Marie Rollins
Dayton, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Ashleigh Lauren Rowe
Piqua, OH  
Anne E. Sharp
St. Louis, MO 
  Cum Laude 
Courtney K. Siebenaller
Toledo, OH  
Kimberly S. Smethurst
Bryan, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Meghan Elizabeth Sundberg
Bedminster, NJ  
Lindsey M. Thompson
Centerville, OH 





EARLY CHILDHOOD LEADERSHIP AND ADVOCACY
Michelle L. Donley
Kettering, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude
Kris Thompson-Roll
Greenville, OH 
  Cum Laude




Rocky River, OH 
Justine Catherine Raterman  
  (Dual Degree)
Bradford, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Jaclyn Denise Scrivner (Dual Degree)
Wheeling, IL 
Michael Fletcher Skelton













  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
David Andrew Cable
Chambersburg, PA 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Brittany L. Gallina
Ballwin, MO 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Lorin A. Miller
Dayton, OH  
Gina Nicole Pacellio
Pittsburgh, PA  
Stephanie A. Recko
Avon, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Sarah M. Silk

















  Cum Laude
 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Erin L. Hunkemoeller (Dual Degree)
West Chester, OH 
  Cum Laude
Lisa A. Peskar
Parma, OH 










  Summa Cum Laude 





  Cum Laude 
Megan Elizabeth Corpus
Dayton, OH 




New Bremen, OH 
Elizabeth Patricia Elmi
Chicago, IL 





  Cum Laude 
Megan E. Glankler
Cleves, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors   
Jennifer Glynn Gunn
Ballwin, MO 
  Cum Laude 
Mackenzie F. Harrington
Poway, CA 
  Cum Laude 
Catherine Lara Hocin
Mount Prospect, IL 
  Cum Laude 






Rocky River, OH 
Kirk Andrew Johnson
Dayton, OH 










  Cum Laude 
Katherine A. Lukens
Wadsworth, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Anne Elizabeth Nestor
St. Louis, MO 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Eileen B. O’Connor
River Forest, IL 
  Cum Laude 
Ruth A. Pruitt
Union, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Stephanie L. Pugar
Spring Valley, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  Chaminade Scholar 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Nora Patricia Ruddy
Avon, OH 








  Magna Cum Laude  
Olivia Michelle Allegretti
Hilliard, OH 
















St. Louis, MO 
Melissa R. Cobb
Centerville, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Victoria Rose Cook
Columbus, OH 









  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Caitlin M. Hash
Dublin, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Sheila Marie Heaton
Batavia, IL 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Margaret Lynn Hermanson
Chagrin Falls, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Jennifer Rose Holzmer
Nashville, TN 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Megan Elizabeth Huml
Strongsville, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 





  Magna Cum Laude  
Lorraine M. Kendall
Dayton, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude  
Kristen J. Linfield
Louisville, KY 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
William J. Marsh
Bellbrook, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 





  Magna Cum Laude  
Janice Carolyn Matlon
Whippany, NJ 






Tipp City, OH 
Michele S. Molina
Dayton, OH 





  Cum Laude  
Amanda Kay Nothstine
Fairborn, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Jacqueline V. Parent
Naperville, IL 
  Core Program  
David Christopher Petruska
Valencia, PA 





  Cum Laude  
Jasmine Marie Roberts
Cleveland, OH 
  Marianist Leadership Scholar 
Eileen E. Rogers
Western Springs, IL 
Ashley Carole Scudder
Columbus, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Erin Marie Sheehan
Rockville Centre, NY 
  Cum Laude  
Kelley Marie Shomaker
Powell, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Kirstie Ann Snyder
Dublin, OH 





  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  Marianist Leadership Scholar
Kelly Anne Weisenborn
Dayton, OH 






Glen Ellyn, IL 
Sarah Elizabeth Zinsser
Mainville, OH 












Shaker Heights, OH 
Lara Rose Murphy
Chagrin Falls, OH 









  Magna Cum Laude  
  University Honors 
Paige Anne Basinger
Lima, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Adrienne Frances Berger
Xenia, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Lauren Anne Berndt
St. Clair Shores, MI
Natalie Marie Berra
St. Louis, MO 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  
Emily Dana Besancenez





  Magna Cum Laude 
  Chaminade Scholar 
  University Honors with Distinction
Carolyn A. Brademeyer
Shelby Township, MI 
Robert J. Cesario
Aurora, IL 
  Cum Laude  
Colleen M. Coffey
Oak Brook, IL 
  Summa Cum Laude  
Kevin T. Collins
Broadview Heights, OH 
Paige E. Copeland
Darien, IL 





Rachel M. D’Agostino 
Brecksville, OH 
Bryan R. Dalton
West Alexandria, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Jaclyn Nicole Dintaman
Bettendorf, IA 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Sarah Elizabeth Dippold
Springboro, OH 
Lauren Irene Margaret Enns
Dayton, OH 




Arlington Heights, IL 










  Magna Cum Laude  
Cera Anne Heitkamp
Dayton, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Christopher Donald Jaymes
Mount Vernon, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Erin L. Kaltenrieder
Chesterfield, MO 











Fort Loramie, OH 
Tracee A. Melaragno
Gahanna, OH 





  Magna Cum Laude  
Ashley Elizabeth Powers





  Cum Laude  
Kathleen M. Rusbacky
Fairfield, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Robert J. Salasky





  Magna Cum Laude  
Rebecca Renee Smith
Skillman, NJ 







  Cum Laude  
Jennifer Elise Zorich
Hilliard, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
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SECONDARY CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Elizabeth A. Belt
Kettering, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  Marianist Leadership Scholar
Leanne Catherine Bernardez
Simpsonville, SC 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Core Program 
  University Honors  

















Donald M. Jensen II
Canton, OH 
  Cum Laude
Robert C. Johnson





















Willoughby Hills, OH 
Sarah Marie Wedel
Salina, KS
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THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Tony E. Saliba
Dean
THE DEGREE — BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Henry Lee Aldridge Jr.
Mason, OH 












Kettering, OH  
Peter E. Deak
Granville, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Chaminade Scholar 
  University Honors  
Jonathan Henry Demeter
Springfield, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 







  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Robert E. Dufala
Cleveland, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Ryan Austin Fitzpatrick
Mason, OH 
Acheanyi Fomenky (Dual Degree)
Columbus, OH 
David L. Frey
Euclid, OH  
Michael Patrick Gibbons
Canal Winchester, OH 





  Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Sean William Gretzinger
Huber Heights, OH 
Monica A. Guisfredi
Sylvania, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 




Sagamore Hills, OH 
Jennifer M. Hurtubise
Kettering, OH 
  Cum Laude 
  University Honors    
Kevin Christopher Janek
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude  
Kaitlin Rose Kaczay
Sheffield Village, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude  
Erika J. Kaufman







  Cum Laude  
Peter A. Langan





  Cum Laude  
Emily Jane Marcum
Delaware, OH 
Lauren Elizabeth May 
Pittsburgh, PA 
  Cum Laude  
Michael E. McArtor
Cincinnati, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude  
Heather Nicole Nathaniel
Dayton, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 










  Cum Laude  
Mary Joanna Ryan
Cleveland Heights, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Collin M. Schmidt
Rochester, NY 















  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Ann L. Wedell
Palatine, IL 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors   
Ronald A. Zeszut
Seven Hills, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
THE DEGREE — BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
Gina M. Balsamo
Kettering, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Mark J. Barga
Versailles, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Matthew D. Carroll
Cranberry Township, PA  
Timothy Patrick Dengler
Hamburg, NY  
Kyle R. Dobbins
Akron, OH  
Peter J. Doster
Getzville, NY  
Philip K. Dresden
Tipp City, OH  
Thomas Patrick Foreman
Spring Valley, OH  
Joseph A. Gayda
Strongsville, OH  
Daniel James Griest
Beavercreek, OH  
Aaron James Kahlig
Fort Recovery, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Mark W. Lee
West Carrollton, OH  
Lindsie R. MacPherson
Olmsted Township, OH 




West Chester, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Jason T. Minock
Washington, PA  
Phillip Mark Monnier






Houston, TX  
Boutros Toni Sawaya
Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates
Kelli L. Schimmoeller
Fort Jennings, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Kyle J. Schmitmeyer
Dayton, OH  
Brian J. Swisher
Versailles, OH  
Shannon Marie Tomek
Avon, OH  
Brendan P. Ward
Avon Lake, OH  
William Daniel Wehner
Powell, OH  
Douglas Edward Westerheide
Sidney, OH  
Meghann Marie Wygonik
Apollo, PA 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  University Honors
 
 
 THE DEGREE — BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tanner R. Adams
Columbus Grove, OH  
Abdullah Jassem Almeqdad
Dayton, OH  
Daniel Takuya Andres
Mason, OH  
Alex W. Beigh (Dual Degree)
Hamilton, OH  
Joshua DiMauro
Cleveland, OH  
Alexandros M. Frangopoulos  
  (Dual Degree)
Poland, OH  
Matthew L. Hagenbuch (Dual Degree)
Twinsburg, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
Joseph M. Haglage
Cincinnati, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Timothy Edward Hartnett
Independence, OH  
Sara L. Helton
Leo, IN 
  Magna Cum Laude 
James William Jansen 
Centerville, OH 
Kevin Thomas Kubera
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Patrice Shereen Lalor
Toledo, OH 




Bay Village, OH  
David T. Malloy
Cleveland, OH  
Michael Armand Rucci
Youngstown, OH  
Kyle Steven Santho
Solon, OH  
Andrew R. Scherbauer
Chesterland, OH  
Joseph T. Silk (Dual Degree)
Highland Heights, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Alan M. Smith 
Broadview Heights, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Eric G. Stein
Naperville, IL  
Ryan E. Taylor
Dayton, OH  
Daniel Christopher Whitehead
Edgewood, KY
THE DEGREE — BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
John Robert Andras
Plain City, OH 
Clara Ling Jia Ang
Singapore, Singapore 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Bryan Warren Bakker 
Oak Park, IL  
Anthony T. Battiato
Indianapolis, IN  
Kyle Allen Bias
Seven Hills, OH  
Christopher A. Brackman
Coldwater, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  Chaminade Scholar
David M. Braman
Canfield, OH  
Matthew S. Cline
Danville, IL  
Daniel H. Craft
Kettering, OH  
Joshua M. D’Anna
Budd Lake, NJ  
Katelyn Charlotte Diehl
New Lebanon, OH  
Stephen M. Dobbertin
Akron, OH  
Kramer Augustine Doyle
Holland, MI  
Steven R. English
Grand Rapids, MI  
Stephen F. Escoffier
Fairborn, OH  
Daniel H. Fink
North Royalton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Adam Jonathan Fischer
Cincinnati, OH  
Lawrence W. Funke
Kettering, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  University Honors with Distinction
Emily Jo Getter
Farmersville, OH  
James Michael Hoffman
Stow, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
Luke Thornton Jespersen
Dayton, OH  
Cody Nathanial Kahan
Sylvania, OH  
Timothy P. Kelley
Columbus, OH  
Emily Marie Krehnovi 
Mansfield, OH 
Nicholas Joseph Kuchta
Hinckley, OH  
Alison Marie Lake
Fairfield, OH  
Christopher Robert Laux
Pittsburgh, PA  
John Anthony Lazzaro
North Olmsted, OH  
Rebecca Ann Leis
Troy, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
James W. Loeffler
Cincinnati, OH  
Katlyn Marie Lopus
Baden, PA  
Hannah E. Mack
West Chester, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Chelsea Rose Miko
Wooster, OH  
Joseph M. Morand
Sidney, OH  
David A. Oulton
Aurora, OH  
Kevin J. Phillips
Dousman, WI  
Alan J. Pilarski 
Clarence, NY  
John Paul Pinciotti
Westerville, OH  
Paul David Procario
Mason, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
Hugh Michael Quill IV
Dayton, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Joseph Robert Radisek
Cleveland, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Charles Patrick Riley
Clarklake, MI  
Jason H. Roland
Burlington, KY 
  Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
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Travis M. Schubert
Cincinnati, OH 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
Benjamin David Shepherd
New Carlisle, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Ryan J. Singler 
Perrineville, NJ  
John M. Skarzynski
Dayton, OH  
John P. Sobey
Woodstock, IL  
Erin Elizabeth Sutton
Perrysburg, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Joshua Christopher Trick
Huber Heights, OH  
Steven Michael Williams
Delaware, OH  
Laura Christine Zborowski
Oswego, IL  
Michael James Zimmerman
Fishers, IN 
  Cum Laude
THE DEGREE — BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Andrew C. Beatty
Arcanum, OH  
Alex W. Beigh (Dual Degree)
Hamilton, OH  
Matthew B. Donovan 
Hoschton, GA 
  Magna Cum Laude 
  University Honors  
David J. Felix
Mason, OH
Alexandros M. Frangopoulos  
  (Dual Degree) 
Poland, OH  
Matthew L. Hagenbuch (Dual Degree)
Twinsburg, OH 
  Summa Cum Laude 
  John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar
Joseph J. Obrien
Wheaton, IL  
Alexander P. Remillard
Miamisburg, OH  
Joseph T. Silk (Dual Degree)
Highland Heights, OH 
  Cum Laude 
Michael R. Velker (Dual Degree)
Toledo, OH  
John R. Wedig 
Sunnyvale, CA 
  Summa Cum Laude 
Tyler J. Wertz
Oakdale, PA






















  Cum Laude
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JOHN W. BERRY, SR., SCHOLARS

















Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering





































































Secondary Catholic Religious Education/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Leanne Catherine Bernardez




Mathematics & Adolescence to  
Young Adult Education
Samantha Elizabeth Buckner





Political Science/Human Rights Studies










































































Mathematics & Adolescence to  
Young Adult Education
Justine Catherine Raterman
Mathematics & Education and Allied Studies
David Thomas Recker









Operations and Supply Management
Martha Violette Sitkiewicz























Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed an integrated academic curriculum program in Religious Studies, Philosophy, 
English, History, and the Social Sciences.
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Bernard D. Jones Jr.
Sociology
Katarina A. Lucas








Political Science/Human Rights Studies
Michael J. Veselik
Political Science/Human Rights Studies
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed a special social science sequence focused on a career in public service.
MARIANIST LEADERSHIP SCHOLARS
Elizabeth A. Belt
Secondary Catholic Religious Education/ 






























































































Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Jessica Leigh Hannon

























































Mathematics & Adolescence to  
Young Adult Education
Courtney Britt Perkins






Charissa Ping Hui Qiu
Psychology/Communication
Jason S. Rader





Mathematics & Education and Allied Studies
David Thomas Recker
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Michael Joseph Winn II
English
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed a series of special honors seminars and an honors thesis.
MULTIPLE DEGREES
Ashley Marie Adamcik
Bachelor of Arts/Psychology 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Nicole F. Baeder
Bachelor of Arts/ 
Visual Communication Design 
Bachelor of Science in  
Business Administration/Marketing
Alex W. Beigh
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering/ 
Electrical Engineering 
Bachelor of Science in Computer  
Engineering/Computer Engineering
Katherine Ann Blum
Bachelor of Arts/English 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Danielle M. Bott
Bachelor of Science/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Samantha Elizabeth Buckner
Bachelor of Arts/History 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Elizabeth M. Chan
Bachelor of Music/Music Performance 
Bachelor of Science in  
Business Administration/Accounting
Dana Michelle Chiuchiarelli
Bachelor of Arts/History 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Caitlin Brittany Cipolla-McCulloch
Bachelor of Arts/Religious Studies 
Bachelor of Science/Biology
Margaret Mary Edison
Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Rosemary C. Eyerman
Bachelor of Arts/Human Rights Studies 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/Dietetics
Acheanyi Fomenky
Bachelor of Science/Geology 
Bachelor of Chemical Engineering/ 
Chemical Engineering
Alexandros M. Frangopoulos
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering/ 
Electrical Engineering 
Bachelor of Science in Computer  
Engineering/Computer Engineering
Meghan Elizabeth Gregus
Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Matthew L. Hagenbuch
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering/ 
Electrical Engineering 
Bachelor of Science in Computer  
Engineering/Computer Engineering
Jessica Leigh Harrigan
Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Erin L. Hunkemoeller
Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Foreign Language Education
Tonica Johnson
Bachelor of Arts/Communication 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Glenna Knape
Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science/Biology
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Alison Lee Lifka
Bachelor of Arts/History 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Katherine Mary McHugh
Bachelor of Arts/English 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Amanda Ione Baratka Merrill
Bachelor of Arts/History 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Erin Kathleen Murphy
Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Courtney Britt Perkins
Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Jason S. Rader
Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Justine Catherine Raterman
Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Education and Allied Studies
Jaclyn Denise Scrivner
Bachelor of Arts/Psychology 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Education and Allied Studies
Aakash Shah
Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science/Biology
Joseph T. Silk
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering/ 
Electrical Engineering 
Bachelor of Science in Computer  
Engineering/Computer Engineering
Eric M. Snyder
Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Christopher J. Stoffl
Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education  
and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education
Michael R. Velker
Bachelor of Science/Computer Science 













































Secondary Catholic Religious Education/ 






Psychology/Criminal Justice Studies 
Peter M. Biondi

















































Rebecca Michael  Elderkin
History/Political Science 
Elizabeth Ann Elisha
Marketing/Operations and  
Supply Management 
Shelby R. Elking







































Operations and Supply Management/ 



































Adolescence to Young Adult Education/ 




























Human Rights Studies/Political Science
Emily Elizabeth Johnson
Operations and Supply Management/ 
Marketing 
McLean Irene Johnson





Operations and Supply Management
Kimberly Lauren Juhnke
History/Human Rights Studies 
Matthew James Kaiser






























Human Rights Studies/Political Science
Christopher J. Lucke


































Secondary Catholic Religious Education/ 












































Criminal Justice Studies/History 
Corinne Deirdre O’Grady
Accounting/Operations and  
Supply Management 
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Management Information Systems 
Jared L. Rogers









James Raymond Russell II
Entrepreneurship/ 


















































































International Studies/Political Science 
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Political Science/Criminal Justice Studies
Stephen F. Gilbert
International Business













BEING COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Joseph M. Alemagno
History
These students have successfully completed a pre-commissioning curriculum consisting of American Military History, Computer Literacy, 
Oral and Written Communication, and Military Science or Aerospace Studies, in addition to their undergraduate degree requirements. 
They have also completed Leadership Training and Field Training Exercises, Physical Fitness Requirements, one Social Event per year, and a 
month of Field Training in the summer. Congratulations to these officers of the United States Armed Services.
68








Awarded to selected students for their demonstration of a commitment to making a positive impact in urban Dayton through their two-year 







International Studies/Human Rights Studies
Alexander Michael Galluzzo










































Awarded to selected students for their commitment to one semester of full-time voluntary service to a non-profit organization in the Dayton 
community.
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SPECIAL AWARDS 2012
Accounting—Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in Accounting—donated 





Accounting—Award of Merit in Recognition 
of Outstanding Achievement—donated by 
The Ohio Society of Certified Public Accoun-
tants, Dayton Chapter.
Logan James O’Neal
Accounting—Accounting Career Award to 
a Student Exhibiting Great Potential in the 
Accounting Profession—donated by the
Institute of Management Accountants, 
Dayton Chapter.
Rebecca Ann Novacek
Accounting—The Clark - Eley - Fioriti Award 
for Outstanding Service to the Department 
of Accounting—donated by the alumni and
faculty of the Department of Accounting.
Shelby R. Elking
Anthropology—The Margaret Mary Emonds 
Huth Memorial Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in Anthropology— 
donated by Dr. Edward A. Huth.
Kathryn M. Bruce
Adriana Viola White
Arts and Sciences—International Learn, 
Lead, and Serve Award—donated in honor 
of Steven C. Buck, 2003.
Not awarded this year
Arts and Sciences—The Dean Leonard A. 
Mann, S.M., Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in the College of Arts and 
Sciences—donated by Joseph Zusman, ‘65.
Glenna Knape
Athletics—The Reverend Charles L. Collins, 
S.M., Award of Excellence to an Athlete 
for Outstanding Citizenship—donated by 
Joseph Zusman, ‘65.
Justine Catherine Raterman 
Athletics—The Charles R. Kendall, ‘29,  
Memorial Award of Excellence for Achieve-
ment in Academic and Athletic Effort—
donated by Mrs. Charles R. Kendall and 
friends. 
Kathleen L. Beljan
Athletics—The John L. Macbeth Memorial 
Award to the Outstanding Scholar-Athlete in 
Football and Basketball. The recipient must
have completed five or more terms and won 
a varsity letter.
Matthew S. Brockberg (Football)
Luke M. Fabrizius (Basketball)
Athletics—The Ann E. Meyers Award of  
Excellence for Achievement in Academic 
and Athletic Effort in Women’s Basketball
and Volleyball.
Yvonne Michelle Marten
Biology—The P.K. Bajpai Undergraduate  
Research Award to the Undergraduate 
Student who best Represents the Spirit of 
Undergraduate Research in Biology.
Caitlin Brittany Cipolla-McCulloch
Biology—The John J. Comer Biomedical  
Undergraduate Research Award to the 
Undergraduate Student who best Demon-
strated Research Excellence in Biomedical 
Science as a Biology Major.
Kyle Robert Murphy
Biology—The John J. Comer Ecological  
Undergraduate Research Award to the 
Undergraduate Student who best Demon-
strated Research Excellence in Ecology as a 
Biology Major.
Maureen C. Berg
Biology—The John J. Comer Graduate 
Research Award of Excellence to the Biology 
Graduate Student who best Demonstrated
Research Excellence in Biomedical Science.
William Rogers
Biology—The John J. Comer Graduate 
Research Award of Excellence to the Biology 
Graduate Student who best Demonstrated
Research Excellence in Ecology.
Julia Chapman
Biology—The John E. Dlugos, Jr., Memo-
rial Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior Majoring in Biology—donated by  
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dlugos.
David J. Tacy
Biology—Graduate Teaching Award of 
Excellence to a Teaching Assistant for the 
Outstanding Teaching of Advanced Biology 
Laboratory Classes.
Jennifer Lang
Biology—The Brother Russell A. Joly, S.M., 
Award of Excellence to the Student who best 
Combines Excellence in Biology and Genu-
ine Appreciation of Nature.
Shannon Clair Hallinan
Biology—Learn, Lead, and Serve Under-
graduate Award of Excellence to the Biology 
Undergraduate Student who Completed
an Outstanding Experiential Learning 
Project, which included both Leadership and 
Service.
Jessica Elizabeth Teater
Biology—The Gerald L. Willis Award of  
Excellence to a Teaching Assistant for the 
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Campus Ministry—Marianist Award for Vol-
untary Service to a Graduating Senior who 
has Earned Distinction through Voluntary
Service to the Community—donated by the 
Marianists of the University of Dayton.
Adam J. Ferguson
Shannon Clair Hallinan
Campus Ministry—The Brother Wottle  
Campus Ministry Award: “An Award of  
Appreciation for Service to Campus Ministry.”
William J. Marsh 
Chemical and Materials Engineering—The 
Victor Emanuel, ‘15, Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Senior in Chemical 
Engineering—sponsored by the University of 
Dayton Alumni Association since 1962.
Michael E. McArtor
Heather Nicole Nathaniel
Chemical and Materials Engineering—The 
Raymond L. Fitz, Sr., Memorial Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Sophomore
in Chemical Engineering.
Zane Lesko
Chemical and Materials Engineering—The 
Edmund J. Rolinski Memorial Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior
in Leadership and Service.
Kathryn M. Hensman
Chemical and Materials Engineering—The 
Robert G. Schenck Memorial Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in 
Chemical Engineering—donated by Stanley 
L. Lopata.
Brian Berger
Chemistry—American Chemical Society 
Analytical Award.
Not awarded this year
Chemistry—American Chemical Society 
Award: Patterson College Chemistry Award.
Brian A. Kurish
Chemistry—American Institute of Chemists’ 
Award.
Patrick J. Sweigert
Chemistry—CRC PRESS Freshman Chemistry 
Achievement Award to a Deserving First-





Chemistry—The Brother George J. Geisler, 
S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Student in Chemistry—donated by 
Joseph Poelking, ‘32.
Samantha L. Viviani
Chemistry—The Arlo D. Harris Assistance 
Fund to a Deserving Student Majoring in 
Chemistry.
Not awarded this year
Chemistry—The Bernard J. Katchman  
Memorial Scholarship/Carl I. Michaelis 
Scholarship Award to an Entering First-Year 
Student Majoring in Chemistry.
Not awarded this year
Chemistry—The Brother John J. Lucier, 
S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Junior Majoring in Chemistry—donated 
by a friend.
Kyle P. Rismiller
Chemistry—The Carl I. Michaelis Scholar-









tee Award for Outstanding Performance in 
Organic Chemistry.
Gregory H. Versteeg
Business Administration—The Dick Flaute 
Award for Exceptional Service, Recognizing 
Exemplary Service by a Graduating Student
in a Flyer Enterprises Activity.
Jack T. Elmore
Business Administration—The Sam Gould 
Award for Leadership Excellence, Recogniz-
ing Outstanding Leadership by a Graduating
Senior in a Flyer Enterprises Management 
Position.
Jeffrey Riley Firestone
Business Administration—Outstanding Peer 
Advisor Award.
Michael Kamman Russo
Business Administration—The Reverend  
Raymond A. Roesch, S.M., Award of Excel-
lence for Outstanding Academic Achievement 
in the Master of Business Administration 
Program—donated by Bank One.
Mark A. Gillespie
Business Administration—The Miriam 
Rosenthal Award of Excellence to a Gradu-
ating Senior in the School of Business 




Business Administration—The Mark T. 
Schneider Award to a Senior in the School 
of Business Administration who has Com-
bined Academic Excellence with Service to 
the University and the Community—donated 
by family and friends in his memory.
Erika R. Schweiss
 
Campus Ministry—The Nancy Bramlage 
Award, Presented by Campus Ministry’s 
Center for Social Concern, to Deserving
Students or Student Groups that has most 
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Communication—The Dr. Florence I. Wolff 
Achievement Award for Outstanding Contri-




Williams Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Student in Broadcasting—donated
by the University of Dayton.
Chelsea Beth Wilkinson
Communication—Debating—The Mary 
Elizabeth Jones Memorial Award of Excel-
lence to an Outstanding Debator—donated
by Dr. D. G. Reilly.
Bethany Michele Marquis
Communication—Journalism—The Ritter 
Collett Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Journalism. Awarded annually
to the student who best demonstrates in his/
her person and writings the qualities of Mr. 
Collett that the University hopes will serve as
an inspiration to the Journalism students.
Christopher D. Rizer
Communication—Journalism—The Brother 
George F. Kohles, S.M., Award of Excellence 
in Journalism—donated by a friend.
Seetha Sankaranarayan
Communication—Mass Media Arts—The Si 
Burick Award of Excellence for Outstanding 
Academic and Cocurricular Achievement




PRSA Maureen M. Pater Award of Distinc-
tion to the Outstanding Senior in Public
Relations—donated by the Dayton-Miami 




end Vincent R. Vasey, S.M., Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior in Speech
Arts—donated by Reverend Vincent R. 
Vasey, S.M.
Kathryn Rose Hayes
Communication Management—The Ellen 
M. Murphy Award of Excellence to the  
Outstanding Senior in Communication 
Management.
Alyson J. Meyer
Computer Science— The Addison-Wesley 
Senior Book Award for Excellence in Com-
puter Science — donated by the Addison-
Wesley Publishing Company.
Not awarded this year
Computer Science—Award to the Outstand-
ing Graduate Student in Computer Science.
Nagini Addagatla
Yang Yuan
Computer Science—Award for Outstand-
ing Service to the Department of Computer 
Science.
Not awarded this year
Computer Science—Chair’s Award for Excel-
lence in Computer Science.
Not awarded this year
Computer Science—GKM Systems Interna-
tional Award for Innovative Programming.
Not awarded this year
Computer Science—The Lawrence A. Jehn 
Alumni Award for Excellence in the Senior 
Class.
Not awarded this year
Continuing Education—The Nora Duffy 
Award to a Reentry Student who has 
Overcome Significant Obstacles in order to 
Complete a College Degree.
Angela Isenbart
Chemistry—The Philip Zaidain Memorial 
Award to a Deserving Student Majoring in 
Chemistry.
Not awarded this year
Civil and Environmental Engineering and 
Engineering Mechanics—The George A. 
Barrett, ‘28, Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Junior in Civil Engineering—donated 
by family and friends in his memory.
Madalyn Esch
Jeffrey Miranda
Civil and Environmental Engineering and 
Engineering Mechanics—The Harry F. Finke, 
1902, Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Civil Engineering—sponsored 




Communication—The Joan M. Broskey 
Memorial Award for Outstanding Academic 
and Professional Achievements in Public 
Relations.
Andrew Kenneth Kelly
Communication—Faculty Award for Aca-
demic Excellence to the Senior with the 
Highest Cumulative and Major Grade
Point Averages—donated by the faculty of 
the Department of Communication.
Stephanie Lynn Koziar
Communication—The Don B. Morlan Award 
to the Outstanding Adjunct Faculty Member 
in the Department of Communication.
Heather Parsons
Communication—The Bette Rogge Morse 
Award to the Outstanding Senior Woman in 
Communication.
Kiersten Lynn Manifold
Communication—The Ellen M. Murphy 
Award to the Outstanding Faculty Advisor in 
the Department of Communication.
Teri Thompson
72
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Cooperative Education—Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Cooperative Education 
Student in Business Administration—spon-
sored by the Mead Corporation Foundation.
Not awarded this year
Cooperative Education—Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Cooperative Education 
Student in Computer Science-Computer 
Information Systems—sponsored by the 
Marathon Oil Foundation.
Not awarded this year
Cooperative Education—Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Cooperative Edu-
cation Student in Engineering—sponsored 
by the Dayton Power and Light Company.
Meghann Marie Wygonik
Cooperative Education—Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Cooperative Education 
Student in Engineering Technology—spon-
sored by Earl C. Iselin, Jr., in honor of his 
father.
Chad M. Baver
Criminal Justice—The Sheriff “Beno” Keiter 
Memorial Scholarship Award to the Out-
standing Junior or Senior in Criminal Justice—
donated by friends of “Beno” Keiter.
Neil Hubbert
Dustin Paulus
Early Childhood Education—The Kacie  
Hausfeld Award of Distinction to the Gradu-
ating ECE Senior Who Displays the Spirit of 
Kacie: A Passion for Teaching; a Commitment 
to Service; a Vibrant and Encouraging Leader; 
and an Enthusiasm for Life.
Jennifer L. Bucher
Economics—The Dr. E. B. O’Leary Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior Major-
ing in Economics.
Elizabeth Patrice Gianaras
Electrical and Computer Engineering—The 
Thomas R. Armstrong, ‘38, Award of
Excellence for Outstanding Electrical 
Engineering Achievement in Memory of 
Brother Ulrich Rappel, S.M., and W. Frank 
Armstrong.
Alan M. Smith
Electrical and Computer Engineering—The 
Anthony Horvath, ‘22, and Elmer Steger, 
‘22, Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Electrical Engineering—donated by 
Anthony Horvath and Elmer Steger.
John R. Wedig
Electrical and Computer Engineering—The 
Mary C. Millette Endowment Award for
the Outstanding Senior Electrical Engineer-
ing Student in Memory of Mary C. Millette.
Sara L. Helton
Patrice Shereen Lalor
Electrical and Computer Engineering—The 
Brother Louis H. Rose, S.M., ‘33, Award of
Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in 
Electrical Engineering.
Evan W. Krieger
Electronic Engineering Technology—The 
Richard R. Hazen Award of Excellence for 
the Outstanding Graduate of the Electronic
Engineering Technology Program—donated 
by alumni and friends of the department.
Andrew Philip Kern
Elementary Education—The George A. 
Pflaum, ‘25, Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Students in Early Childhood
and Middle Childhood Education—donated 
by George A. Pflaum, Jr.
Katherine Ann Ertle  
 (Early Childhood Education)
Katie Mulcahy Neenan  
 (Early Childhood Education)
Olivia Michelle Allegretti  
 (Middle Childhood Education)
Megan Elizabeth Huml  
 (Middle Childhood Education)
Engineering/Humanities—The James L. 
Heft, S.M., Award of Excellence to the 
Graduating Senior who Demonstrates a 
High Degree of Integration of these Differ-
ent Fields of Knowledge: Humanities and 




Engineering Technology—The L. Duke Golden 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Engineering Technology—donated 
by the Gamma Beta Chapter of Tau Alpha 
Pi Honor Society.
Madeline Ann Riddle
English—The Patricia B. Labadie Award for 
Excellence in Composition.
Peter Mills
English—The Father Adrian J. McCarthy, 
S.M., Award of Excellence to a Graduate 
Assistant for Achievement in Teaching
First-Year English—donated by a friend.
Andrew M. Eberly
Eliza K. Waggoner
English—The Brother Thomas P. Price, S.M., 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in English—donated by the U.D.
Mothers’ Club.
Erin Forest
English Education—The Dr. Harry E. Hand 
Memorial Award of Excellence—donated by 
the faculty of the Department of English
and the Department of Teacher Education.
David Thomas Recker
Entrepreneurship—Award of Excellence to 
the Graduating Senior Majoring in Entrepre-
neurship who best Embodies Outstanding
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Entrepreneurship—Entrepreneural Leadership 
Award to the Graduating Senior Majoring in 
Entrepreneurship who Exhibits the Greatest 
Potential for Leadership as an Entrepreneur—
sponsored by Robert F. Chelle, Crotty Center 
Founding Director.
Stacy Lynn Blanda
Environmental Biology—Environmental Biology 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding  
Environmental Biology Major who Excels 




Biology Internship Achievement Award of 
Excellence to the Environmental Biology
Major who has Demonstrated Significant 
Achievement while Pursuing Practical Experi-
ence through the Internship Program.
Eryn Marie Moore
Finance—Award of Excellence to the  
Outstanding Senior Majoring in Finance.
Natalie Jayne McGregor
Finance—Davis Center for Portfolio Man-
agement Excellence in Leadership Award 




Finance—Flyer Investment Excellence 
in Leadership Award to the Outstanding 
Student on the Flyer Investment Portfolio 
Management Team.
Gregory J. Castell
Finance—The Douglas R. Scott “Best Efforts 
Award” to the Finance Major Deemed to 
have Worked the Hardest both In and Out of 
the Classroom.
Not awarded this year
General Excellence—The Mary M. Shay 
Award of Excellence in both Academic and 
Extracurricular Activities (Seniors only)—
donated by the Poelking Family.
Erin Kathleen Quinn
Geology—The George H. Springer Scholar-
ship to the Outstanding Senior in the Geol-




Health and Sport Science—The Thomas J. 
Frericks Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Sport Management— 
donated by the faculty of the School of 
Education.
Kelly Anne Kwiatkowski
Health and Sport Science—The James M. 
Landis Memorial Award of Excellence for the 
Outstanding Health and Sport Science
Senior in Science Core Courses.
David Andrew Cable
Health and Sport Science—The James B.  
LaVanche Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Scholar-Athlete Graduating in
the Department of Health and Sport Science 
—donated by the faculty and alumni of the 
department.
Jared A. Phillips
Health and Sport Science—The John L. 
Macbeth Memorial Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Student in Health and 
Sport Science—donated by Mrs. John L. 
Macbeth.
David Andrew Cable
Health and Sport Science—The Reverend 
George J. Renneker, S.M., Award of Excel-
lence for Outstanding Achievement in the
School of Education and Allied Professions.
Not awarded this year
Health and Sport Science—The Elizabeth L. 
Schroeder Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in the Food and Nutrition
Program for Academic, Departmental, and
Professional Performance.
Julie Renee Wise
History—The Caroline Beauregard Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Junior Major-
ing in History—donated by family and
friends in her memory.
Allison N. Meena
History—The Dr. Samuel E. Flook Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior Major-
ing in History—donated by Dr. Samuel
E. Flook.
Jordon E. Taylor
History—The Betty Ann Perkins Award for 
Excellence in Women’s and Family History—
donated by her family.
Caroline Marie Ibbotson
History—The Dr. George Ruppel, S.M., 
Award of Excellence in Historical Research.
Paul Philip Emanuel Conte
History—The Steiner-Beauregard Phi Alpha 
Theta Service Award for Significant Service 
Promoting the Activities of the Delta Eta
Chapter (Delta Eta Chapter members 
only)—donated by Dr. Rocco M. Donatelli.
Anne Catherine Skuse
Humanities—Award of Excellence-Alumni 
Chair in Humanities Award for Students 




Humanities—The Rocco M. Donatelli Award 
to the Humanities Senior with the Strongest 
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Languages—French—The Brother George J. 
McKenzie, S.M., Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in Written French— 
donated by a friend.
David M. Parkes
Languages—French—The Professor Enrique 
Romaguera Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Spoken French--donated
in honor of his retirement in May 2005.
Natalie Ann Adler
Languages—German—The Dr. Elke Hatch 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior German Major.
Alexander Klein Antony
Languages—Spanish—The Dr. James M. 
Ferrigno Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Spanish—donated by
Enrique Romaguera and Mary A. Ferrigno.
Lisa A. Peskar
Leadership—Alumni Award in Leadership to 
the Graduating Senior Majoring in Leader-
ship who best Embodies the Principles of 
Learn, Lead, and Serve—sponsored by 
Charles Huston Brown, ‘20, and Maurice F. 
Krug, ’55.
Danielle Louise Phillips
Leadership—Leadership Award of Excel-
lence to the Graduating Senior Majoring in 
Leadership who best Embodies Outstanding
Academic Achievement—sponsored by the 
Reynolds and Reynolds Company and the 
Standard Register Company.
Tyler D. Schutz
Leadership—Wall Street Journal Award for 
General Management to the Graduating  
Senior in Leadership and/or Entrepre-
neurship considered to have the Greatest 
Potential for General Management Respon-
sibilities—sponsored by Dow Jones and 
Company, Inc.
Alexander Thomas Reineke
Library—The Brother Frank Ruhlman, S.M., 
Award of Excellence for Literary Achievement.
Seetha Sankaranarayan
Human Rights—Award of Excellence to 
Outstanding Senior.
McLean Irene Johnson
Human Rights—Award of Excellence to 
Outstanding Junior.
Mary C. Alwan
Industrial Engineering Technology—The 
James L. McGraw Award to the Outstand-
ing Graduate of the Industrial Engineer-
ing Technology Program—donated by the 
Dayton Chapter of the Institute of Industrial 
Engineers.
Thomas R. Zimmerman
Industrial Engineering Technology—The 
Raymond B. Puckett Memorial Award to the 
Outstanding Junior in Industrial Engineering
Technology.
Stephen E. Herr
International Business—Award of Excellence 
to the Graduating Senior Majoring in Inter-
national Business who has best Combined
Academic Achievement with Service to the 
University and Community.
Paul M. Azzi
International Studies—The Dr. Margaret P. 
Karns Award for Academic Excellence and 
Service in Global and Local Issues.
Lindsey E. Cummings
International Studies—Outstanding Senior 
Award for International Studies.
John Edward McGinnis
Rebecca L. Young
International Studies—International Studies 
Peer Mentorship Award.
Sariana L. García-Ocasio
Languages—The Brother John R. Perz, 
S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Modern Languages—donated 
by the Joseph Poelking, Sr. family.
John Edward McGinnis
Management and Marketing—Management/
Marketing Department Award for Persever-
ance to the Graduating Senior Majoring in 
Entrepreneurship, Leadership, or Marketing 
who has Displayed the most Initiative and 
Perseverance in Pursuing an Undergraduate 
Education—sponsored by the faculty of the 
Management and Marketing Department.
Annea Hapciu
Management Information Systems— 
Management Information Systems Design 
Project Award to the Team Producing the
Best Senior Year MIS Project.
T & T Graphics 
Brianna Nicole Gove 




agement Information Systems Award to a 
Graduating Senior in MIS for Outstanding
Contributions to the MIS Program.
Patrick G. Seggerson
Management Information Systems—Man-
agement Information Systems Scholarship 




Dayton Chapter, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers Award of Excellence for Manufac-
turing Engineering Technology Achievement.
Zachary Dillon
Manufacturing Engineering Technology—
Dayton Chapter, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Graduating Senior in Manufactur-
ing Engineering Technology.
Austin R. Kennedy
Marketing—Marketing Award of Excellence 
to the Graduating Senior Majoring in Mar-
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Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering—
The Bernard F. Hollenkamp, ‘39, Memorial 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Mechanical Engineering—donated 
by Louise A. and Mrs. Lucille Hollenkamp.
Adam J. Ferguson
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering— 
The Martin C. Kuntz, ‘12, Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Junior in Mechanical 
Engineering—sponsored by the University of 
Dayton Alumni Association since 1962.
Renee Otte
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering—
The Brother Andrew R. Weber, S.M., Award 
of Excellence for Outstanding Service and
Achievement in Mechanical Engineering.
Melissa Taylor
Mechanical Engineering Technology— 
Dayton Chapter, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers Award of Excellence for Mechani-
cal Engineering Technology Achievement.
Madeline Ann Riddle
Mechanical Engineering Technology—The 
Jesse H. Wilder Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Graduating Senior in Mechani-
cal Engineering Technology—sponsored by 
the Dayton Chapter, Society of Manufactur-
ing Engineers.
Alex M. Cole
Military Science—Department of the Army 
Award. The Superior Cadet Award, provided 
by the Department of the Army, to the




Alexander Klein Antony (Senior)
Military Science—The Brian J. Bentz Memo-
rial Scholarship Award to the Outstanding 
Junior ROTC Cadet who Exemplifies the
Dedication and Commitment for Further 
Study in Military Science—donated by his 
family and friends.
Andrew J. Hill
Military Science—The Lieutenant Robert M. 
Wallace, ‘65, Memorial Award of Excellence 
in ROTC—donated by his family and friends.
David Lafranconi
Music—Department of Music Senior Award 
for the Outstanding Collaborative Pianist.
Not awarded this year
Music—Department of Music Senior Award 
for Outstanding Contribution to the Univer-
sity Bands.
Megan A. Shaughnessy
Music—Department of Music Senior Award 
for Outstanding Contribution to the Univer-
sity Orchestra.
Lauren Marie Cummerlander
Music—Department of Music Senior Award 




Music—The Brother Todd Ridder, S.M., 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior Majoring in Music.
Joy M. Willenbrink
Music—NAfME Professional Achievement 
Award.
Fiona Brooke McGowan
Music—The Brother Joseph J. Mervar, S.M., 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Student Majoring in Music.
Joy M. Willenbrink
Music—Phi Mu Alpha College Honor Award 
for Musicianship, Scholarship, and General 
Contributions to the College Chapter.
Not awarded this year
Music—Phi Mu Alpha Professional Music 
Fraternity Scholastic Award to the Chapter’s 
Graduating Senior who has Attained the
Highest Scholastic Rating.
Matthew S. Cline
Marketing—Marketing Career Award to 
the Graduating Senior Majoring in Market-
ing who Exhibits the Greatest Potential in 
Marketing.
Michael W. Vula
Marketing—Marketing Service Award to the 
Graduating Senior Majoring in Marketing 
who best Embodies the Principles of Learn, 
Lead, and Serve.
Julie A. Strunk





Mathematics—Sophomore Award for Excel-
lence in Mathematics.
Not awarded this year
Mathematics Education—The Brother  
Joseph W. Stander, S.M., Award of Excel-
lence to a Graduating Senior in the Teacher 
Licensure Program with a Principal Teaching 
Field in Mathematics.
Courtney Britt Perkins
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering— 
Class of 1902 Award of Excellence for  
Outstanding Mechanical Engineering 
Achievement—donated by Michael J. 
Gibbons, 1902, in memory of Warner H. 
Kiefaber, 1905.
Yin Ma
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering—
The Professor Henry Chuang Award for  
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Music—Sigma Alpha Iota College Honor 
Award for Musicianship, Scholarship, and 
General Contributions to the College
Chapter.
Jacklyn Patricia Neforos
Music—Sigma Alpha Iota Professional Music 
Fraternity Scholastic Award to the Chapter’s 
Graduating Senior who has Attained the 
Highest Scholastic Rating.
Jessica Elizabeth Teater
Music—University Band Spirit Award.
Janice Carolyn Matlon
Operations Management—Operations Man-
agement Outstanding Scholarship Award to 




Management Outstanding OM Senior Proj-
ect Award to the Team Producing the Best 
Senior Year OPS Project.
Emerson Climate Technology 
Steven J. Group 
Benjamin F. Oren 
Jared R. Steinmetz
Operations Management—Operations 
Management Professional Service Award to 
a Graduating Senior in OPS for Outstanding 
Contributions to the OPS Program.
Abigail A. Lundy
Philosophy—The Rev. Charles Polichek First 
Award of Excellence to The Outstanding 
Senior in Philosophy.
Joseph Stephen Jeziorowski
Philosophy—The Rev. Charles Polichek 
Second Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Senior in Philosophy. 
Theodra E. Bane
  
Philosophy—The Richard R. Baker Award 
of Excellence in Philosophy to a Graduating 
Student who has Earned Distinction in the 
Study of Philosophy through Commitment 
to Philosophical Inquiry and Assisting other 
Undergraduate Students in their Pursuit of 
Philosophical Studies. 
Not awarded this year
Philosophy—The Reverend Charles C. 
Bloemer, S.M., Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Junior Majoring in Philoso-
phy—donated by a friend.
Julianne C. Morgan
Philosophy—The Raymond M. Herbenick 
Award of Excellence in Interdisciplinary Inte-
gration to a Student Completing the CORE 
Program—donated by the Department of 
Philosophy faculty.
Kristina L. DeMichele
Physics—The Caesar Castro Award of 
Excellence to a Sophomore for Outstanding 
Scholarship in the General Physics Lecture
and Laboratory Sequence—donated in 
memory of Caesar Castro by Mrs. C. C. 
Castro and the Department of Physics.
Daniel R. Esposito
Zi Ouyang
Physics—Sigma Pi Sigma Award of Merit 
to a Senior in Recognition of Outstanding 
Academic Achievement and Involvement
in Physics—sponsored by the Department 
of Physics and the Sigma Pi Sigma Honor 
Society of the Society of Physics Students.
Timothy Thomas Gorman
Political Science—The Brother Albert H. 
Rose, S.M., Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in Political Science— 
donated by Joseph Zusman, ‘65.
Bethanie G. Joseph
Political Science—The Eugene W. Stenger, 
‘30, Memorial Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Junior in Political Science—
donated by Mrs. Eugene W. Stenger.
LeighAnn M. Thomas
Premedicine—Miami Valley Academy of 
Family Physicians Award to the Graduat-
ing Senior whose Activities Exemplify the 
Philosophy of Family Medicine.
Shannon Clair Hallinan
Premedicine—The Brother Francis John 
Molz Memorial Award to the Outstanding 
Senior in Premedicine. Awarded annually to
the student who best demonstrates the qual-
ities of unselfishness, community service, 
and academic achievement—sponsored
by Alpha Epsilon Delta.
David Andrew Cable
Premedicine—Montgomery County Medical 
Society Award to the Outstanding Senior in 
a Premedical Curriculum.
Trisha Lynn Miller
Premedicine—The Joseph E. Scherger, MD, 
MPH Leadership in Medicine Award to a 
Graduating Premedical Student who has
Demonstrated Leadership toward Improv-
ing the Health of the Public through better 
Health Care.
Glenna Knape
Psychology—The Charles E. Kimble Research 
Award to the Graduating Senior who best 
Demonstrated Research Excellence in  
Psychology.
Paul T. Enlow
Psychology—The Kenneth J. Kuntz Award 
for Outstanding Service—donated by the 
Department of Psychology faculty.
Christine N. Farmer
Psychology—The Reverend Raymond A. 
Roesch, S.M., Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Student in Psychology— 
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Rector—The Maureen E. O’Rourke Marian-
ist Student Award to the Graduating Senior 
Who Exemplifies the Marianist Charism on 
Campus. 
Caitlin Brittany Cipolla-McCulloch
Religious Studies—The William Joseph 
Chaminade Award of Excellence, in Memory 
of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Dickson, to the 
Outstanding Student in Theology—donated 
by Reverend John Dickson, S.M., ‘36.
Samantha LaVon Tsuleff
Religious Studies—The Monsignor J. Dean 
McFarland Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Junior Majoring in Religious 
Studies.
Kara Kindell
Secondary Education—The Brother Louis 
J. Faerber, S.M., Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Student in Adolescence to
Young Adult Education—donated by the 
University of Dayton Mothers’ Club.
Bonnie C. King
Social Work—The Joseph Zusman, ‘65, 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Social Work Studies—donated by
Joseph Zusman, ‘65.
Theresa Marie Goodwillie
Sociology—The Dr. Edward A. Huth Silver 
Anniversary Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Student in Sociology—donated
by Joseph Zusman, ’65.
Amanda L. Fioritto
Erin L. Gahimer
Sociology—The Dr. Martin Luther King  
Memorial Award in Human Relations for  
Excellence in Scholarship, Christian Leader-
ship, and the Advancement of Brotherhood 
and Sisterhood—donated by Dr. Edward  
A. Huth.
Frederick L. Cox III
Leah Michelle Grandy
Sociology—The Reverend Andrew L. Seebold 




Teacher Education—The William A. Beitzel 
Award to the Outstanding Student in Inter-
vention Specialist Education—donated by
Dean Emeritus Ellis A. Joseph.
Megan E. Glankler
Jennifer Glynn Gunn
Teacher Education—The Raymond and 
Beulah Horn Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Student in the area of Interven-
tion Specialist Education—donated by Dean 
Emeritus Ellis A. Joseph.
Megan Elizabeth Corpus
Elizabeth Patricia Elmi
Teacher Education—The Daniel L. Leary 
Award for the Outstanding Research and 
Development Activity by a Student Seeking
Teacher Licensure in the School of Educa-
tion—donated by Dean Emeritus Ellis A. 
Joseph.
Sheila Marie Heaton
Teacher Education—The Frank and Lois 
New Award for Outstanding Achievement to 
a Graduating Senior in the Teacher Educa-
tion Program with a Principle Teaching Field 
in Intervention Specialist Education.
Katherine A. Lukens
Stephanie L. Pugar
Teacher Education—The Reverend George 
J. Renneker, S.M., Award of Excellence for 






Teacher Education—The Dr. Mary R. Sudzina 
Award for Demonstrated Excellence in Case 
Study Analysis in Adolescence to Young Adult 
Education.
Kristen Marie Woo
Theatre—The Dr. “G” Award for Outstand-
ing Commitment to Mainstage Theatre 
Recognizing a Graduating Senior who has
Demonstrated a Willingness to Involve 
Himself/Herself in the Wide Spectrum of 
Theatrical Productions on the Boll Theatre 
Mainstage.
Emily C. Smith
University Advancement—Award of Excel-
lence for Contribution of Service to the 
Community.
Alpha Phi Omega
University Honors Program—The Patrick F.  
Palermo Founders Fund Fellowship Award.
Amanda L. Fioritto 
Monica A. Guisfredi 
Rebecca L. Young
Visual Arts—Fine Arts—The Mary Ann 
Dunsky Award to the Outstanding Senior in 
Studio Art.
Caitlin Marie Douglas
Visual Arts—Fine Arts—The Bela Horvath 
Award for Excellence in Representational Art.
Brandon Michael Lowery
Women’s Studies—The Joyce Durham 
Award for the Best Student Essay on the 
Subject of Women or Gender.
Lauren Marie Cummerlander
Women’s Studies—The Susan R. Hermes 
Award for Excellence in Women’s Studies—
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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON CEREMONIAL MACE 
The Ceremonial Mace is an orna-
mented staff of wood, carried  
before a high official in civic 
ceremonies by a mace-bearer, 
intended to represent the official’s 
authority. The mace as used in 
our time derives from the original 
mace used as a weapon to defend 
a sovereign during public appear-
ances. Today the mace is used in 
processions, as on parliamentary 
or formal academic occasions.
This University of Dayton Mace 
was designed to replace an earlier 
version which needed repair and 
was retired from use after the 2008 
December graduation ceremony.  
The new Mace was designed by 
Charles P. Wanda, S.M., ‘59 and 
executed by Mr. William Wiehe 
of Artisan Wood Ltd. The Mace is 
made of walnut and is toped with 
the official seal of the University.  
Below the seal on the staff is a ring 
of multiple notches that represents 
the various components of the  
University; its colleges and all 
other organizations on campus 
that fulfill the mission to learn, 
lead and serve. Below it are two 
rings one Blue and one Red to rep-
resent the school colors. Near the 
bottom of the staff is a gold ring 
representing the wealth of knowl-
edge and experiences passed on to 
generations of graduates. 
At the bottom of the staff is a four 
sided triangular piece with each 
side bearing the Marianist Cross, 
a symbol to represent the original 
four Marianists,  Bro. Zehler,  
Bro. Schultz, Fr. Meyer and  
Bro. Edel who founded the uni-
versity in 1850. The entire staff 
was designed to be a symbol of the 
torch of knowledge.
  
The University Mace is only pres-
ent during official ceremonies 
when the President of the Univer-
sity is in attendance.
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BRIEF HISTORY
In the summer of 1849, Father 
Leo Meyer and Brother Charles 
Schultz, the first Marianist mis-
sionaries to America, journeyed 
from France to Cincinnati, Ohio, 
where they intended to establish a 
base for the order in this country. 
They arrived, however, during a 
cholera epidemic, so Bishop John 
Purcell of Cincinnati soon sent Fa-
ther Meyer to Dayton to minister 
to the sick of Emmanuel Parish. 
On March 19, 1850, the feast of St. 
Joseph, Father Meyer purchased 
Dewberry Farm from John Stuart 
and renamed it Nazareth. Mr. Stu-
art accepted a medal of St. Joseph 
and a promise of $12,000 at 6% 
interest in return for 125 acres, 
including vineyards, orchards, a 
mansion, and various farm build-
ings. Meanwhile, more Marianists 
arrived, and Nazareth became the 
first permanent foundation of the 
Society of Mary in the Western 
Hemisphere.
The University of Dayton had 
its earliest beginnings on July 
1, 1850, when St. Mary’s School 
for Boys, a frame building that 
not long before had housed farm 
hands, opened its door to fourteen 
primary students from Dayton. In 
1882, the institution was incorpo-
rated and empowered to confer 
collegiate degrees under the laws 
of the State of Ohio. Known at 
various times as St. Mary’s School, 
St. Mary’s Institute, and St. Mary’s 
College, the school assumed its 
present identity in 1920, when it 
was incorporated as the Univer-
sity of Dayton and was given the 
nickname of the Flyers. In 1922, 
the College of Law opened, also 
with evening classes. Other gradu-
ate programs followed to augment 
the professional degree programs 
which distinguished the Univer-
sity from many of Ohio’s other 
independent institutions of higher 
learning. In 1923, the first summer 
session was held; its classes, like 
those of the law college, were open 
to women as well as men. In 1937, 
the University became the first 
coeducational Catholic university 
in the nation.
Enrollment passed a thousand 
when World War II broke out. 
By 1950, with the return of the 
veterans, it reached more than 
3,500. The 1960s saw significant 
increases in female and minor-
ity students. In the 1970s, there 
was a shift to a largely residential 
student body, and at the same time 
many more “nontraditional” (old-
er) students matriculated. By the 
mid-1970s, total enrollment stead-
ied at more than 10,000, with cur-
rent enrollment of approximately 
6,500 full-time undergraduates. 
A long-range environmental 
design has helped integrate new 
buildings and old, and made the 
campus more livable by increasing 
its beauty as well as its efficiency. 
As the University of Dayton enters 
the 21st century, it is building 
modern student facilities, in-
cluding ArtStreet and Marianist 
Hall (2004) and RecPlex (2006). 
Academically, the University has 
continued to expand and enrich 
its offerings and support services, 
especially since mid-century. 
Graduate studies, abandoned dur-
ing World War II, resumed in 1960, 
with the School of Education lead-
ing the way. In 1969, the Depart-
ment of Biology inaugurated the 
first doctoral program since 1928. 
The School of Engineering intro-
duced two doctoral programs in 
1973, and in 1992, the first doctoral 
degrees in educational leadership 
were awarded. In 1997, the Board 
of Trustees approved a doctoral 
program in theology with a focus 
on the Catholic experience in the 
United States. It was the first such 
doctoral program on a Catholic 
campus nationally. 
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The University has always main-
tained a tradition of innovation. 
In 1874, St. Mary’s Institute’s new 
Play House gymnasium was the 
only one of its kind in Ohio, and it 
is probable that the first organized 
basketball game in the state took 
place there. In 1924, the Univer-
sity was the first school to be 
granted a charter by the National 
Aeronautical Association. It was 
one of the first in the nation to of-
fer a course in biophysics (1935). 
In 1952, it invited persons over 
60 to attend its evening classes as 
guests. Its graduate program in 
laser optics was one of the earli-
est in the country. It was one of 
the first educational institutions to 
adopt electronic data-processing 
equipment and to offer degrees 
in computer science. In 1999, 
the University of Dayton was 
the first in the nation to offer an 
undergraduate degree program in 
human rights. In 2004, the Uni-
versity of Dayton partnered with 
Nanjing University, one of the top 
universities in China, to establish 
the University of Dayton-Nanjing 
University Suzhou Executive 
Training Center. The University 
will be the first American univer-
sity in China’s Suzhou Industrial 
Park (SIP) to provide graduate 
education to employees of Ameri-
can corporations and other inter-
national companies. 
More than just a breeding ground 
for academic excellence, the Uni-
versity also responds to the needs 
of society and the region. Spon-
sored research at the University 
began in 1949 with a few faculty 
members and student assistants 
doing part-time research for in-
dustry and government agencies. 
In 1956, the University of Dayton 
Research Institute (UDRI) was 
formed to consolidate the admin-
istration of the growing research 
activities. Annual research volume 
has increased from $3,821 in 1949, 
to more than $60 million today. A 
center for discovery, development 
and technology commercialization, 
UDRI is the largest nonmedical 
research facility on a Catholic 
university campus. 
The Dayton Early College Acade-
my, a charter school that emerged 
from a partnership between the 
University of Dayton and Dayton 
Public Schools, has already at-
tracted notice from the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation as one 
of the five most innovative “small 
scale” high schools in the country. 
Students take college coursework 
while earning their high school  
diplomas. Many of the DECA grad-
uates matriculate at the Univer-
sity of Dayton or at other regional 
higher education institutions.
The University of Dayton’s R.I.S.E. 
(Redefining Investment Strategy 
Education) Forum has grown into 
the world’s largest student invest-
ment forum. Some of the most 
influential and respected financial 
leaders travel to Dayton to inter-
act with students and faculty from 
around the globe. The United Na-
tions Global Compact joined UD as 
a co-sponsor for the forum in 2007. 
Additionally, strategic partners 
include some of the most well-
respected names in international 
finance, including The New York 
Stock Exchange, NASDAQ, TIAA-
CREF, The Wall Street Journal, 
CNBC Shanghai Stock Exchange, 
Amman Stock Exchange (Jordan), 
Palestine Securities Exchange, Co-
lombo Stock Exchange (Sri Lanka), 
Bovespa Stock Exchange (Brazil), 
and Deutsche Asset Management, 
to name a few. 
From its humble roots as a pri-
vate boarding school for boys, the 
University of Dayton today ranks 
among the best Catholic universi-
ties in the country. It is the largest 
independent university in Ohio 
and draws students from around 
the country and the world. 
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ACADEMIC COSTUMES
Academic costumes are as old as  
universities. They originated from 
clerical or priestly garb worn in the 
Middle Ages. American academic 
costumes follow an 1895 code cover-
ing three main parts: caps, gowns 
and hoods. 
 
The Oxford, or mortar-board, cap 
evolved from the square biretta 
of Renaissance churchmen. It is 
always black and may be of any 
material except velvet, which is 
reserved for doctors. The tassel has 
three variations. It may be black for 
any degree, the color in which the 
degree was granted or gold metallic 
for doctors and governing officials. 
At the moment the degree is award-
ed, the tassel is switched from the 
right to the left side of the cap. 
Gowns are all black, and there are 
three kinds. Bachelor’s gowns fall 
in straight lines from a fairly elabo-
rate yoke. Master’s gowns are set 
apart by long sleeves that terminate 
around the knee in a square end into 
which a semi-circle is cut. The doc-
tor’s gown has velvet panels down 
the front, around the neck and three 
bars on the bell-shaped sleeves. It 
may be ornamented in color. Both 
the paneling and the sleeve bars 
may show the faculty in which the  
degree was awarded. 
The hood shows the level of the 
degree, the faculty in which it was 
given and the institution which 
awarded it. The level of the degree 
is shown by the size of the hood, the 
width of the velvet trimming and, 
for the doctor, by the shape. The 
bachelor’s, master’s and doctor’s 
hoods are three, three and one-half, 
and four feet long. The velvet trim-
ming is two, three and five inches. 
This same trimming identifies the 
faculty in which the degree was 
awarded. The institution which 
awarded the degree is indicated by 
the colored lining. Dayton hoods 
are lined with red silk crossed by a 
royal blue chevron. 
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Blessed William Joseph Chaminade
With the entire Marianist Family throughout the world, 
the University of Dayton is celebrating this year the 
250th anniversary of the birth of Blessed William Joseph 
Chaminade, the founder of the 
Society of Mary (Marianists). 
In 1850, four members of 
the Society of Mary founded 
a school which has become 
the University of Dayton; 
the Society continues its 
sponsorship of the University 
today. We celebrate this special 
birthday anniversary because Blessed Chaminade’s life and 
vision inspire us as a community of faith and encourage 
us to become a community of transformation — to learn, 
lead and serve. Blessed Chaminade saw that in the midst 
of social change, which can be radical and disruptive, 
institutions can remain vibrant and grow. New times he 
believed called for new methods. That philosophy guides 
us every day as we live out the Marianist mission on 
campus. As a community, we read the signs of the times 
and act boldly and imaginatively.
Chaminade and his Marianist legacy created faith 
communities and educational institutions that have made 
the Gospel come alive in every age. We honor the founder 
of the Society of Mary because Chaminade’s vision of 
faith communities inspires the University to be a living 
community, a community that today demonstrates the 
Gospel being lived out with passion and vitality, with 
creativity and a collaborative spirit, and with deep faith 










This year, as we celebrate the birth of the founder of the Society of Mary, we begin a new tradition that grounds us in our 
mission and demonstrates the University of Dayton’s commitment to act boldly and imaginatively in community. We give to 
graduates a medal bearing the image of Blessed William Joseph Chaminade on one side and the seal of the University on the 
other. It will be an enduring tradition begun this Chaminade Year. 
University seal
The University seal communicates through images and words. 
The flaming torch in the center symbolizes the light and 
guidance of faith, a commitment of our University to educate 
for formation in faith. The open book represents the arts and 
sciences and their humanizing influence on the professional 
schools of the University. The wheel/gear conveys the idea of 
engineering and technology and the other professional studies, 
avenues through which service to God and to country (Pro Deo 
et Patria) can be rendered. The letter “M” which appears over 
the flame of the torch proclaims 
Mary, the Seat of Wisdom and the 
Mother of Jesus; it represents the 
influence of the Society of Mary 
(Marianists), the religious order of 
men that founded and sponsors 
the University. The “M” likewise 
recalls the original name of the 
University, Saint Mary’s Institute. 
Pro Deo et Patria (“For God and Country”) is the motto of the 
University — a motto that expresses the twofold duty all have 
to serve both God and humanity. (Patria, translated, means 
“country” or “nativeland,” but is interpreted today as embracing 
the whole world.) The figure “1850” in the outer rim of the seal 
is the foundation date of the school. The name, UNIVERSITY 
OF DAYTON, was adopted in 1920. The idea of completeness 
of education (religious, moral, intellectual, aesthetic, social and 
physical) is revealed in the circular shape of the seal itself. 
Blessed William Joseph Chaminade
With the entire Mar anist Family throughout the world, 
the University of Dayton is celebrating this year t e 
250th anniversary of the birth of Blessed William Joseph 
Chaminade, the f under of the 
Society of Mary (Marianists). 
In 1850, four me bers of 
th  Society of Mary founded 
a scho l which has become 
the University of Dayton; 
th Society continues ts
sponsorship of the U iversity 
today. We c lebrate this special 
birthday anniversar  because Blessed Chaminade’s life and 
vision inspire us as  community of fa th and encourage 
us to become a community of tr sformation — to learn, 
lead and s rve. Blessed Chaminade sa  that in the midst 
of social cha ge, which can be radical and disruptive, 
institutions can remain vibrant and grow. New times he 
believed called for new methods. That philosophy guides 
us every day as we live out the Marianist mission on 
campus. As a community, we read the signs of the times 
an  act boldly and imagin tively.
Chaminade and his Mari nist legacy c eat d faith 
c mmunities and ed cational stitutions that have made 
the Gospel come alive in every age. We honor the founder 
of he Society of Mary because Chaminad ’ vision of 
faith communities ins ires the Universit to be a living 
community, a c mmunity that today demonstrates the 
Gospel being liv d out with passion and vitality, with 
creativity and a collaborative spirit, and with deep faith 










This year, as we celebrate the birth of the founder f the Society of Mary, w begin a new tradition that grounds us in our 
mission and demonstrates he University of D yton’s commitment to act boldly and imaginatively in community. We give to 
graduates a medal bearing the image of Blessed William Joseph Chaminade on one side and the seal of the University on the 
other. It will be an enduring tradition begun this Chaminade Year. 
University seal
The Un versity seal communicates through images and words. 
The flaming torch in the center symbolizes the light and 
guidance of faith, a commitment of our University to educate 
for formation in faith. The open book represents the arts and 
sc ences and their humanizing influence on the professional 
cho ls of the University. The wheel/gear conveys the idea of 
engineering and technology and the other rofes i nal studies, 
avenues through whic  service to God and to country (Pro Deo 
et Patria) can be rendered. T e l tter “M” which appears over 
the flame of the torch proclaims 
Mary, t e Seat of Wisdom and the 
Mother of J sus; it repr sents the 
influe ce of the Society of Mary 
(Mar anists), the religious order of 
m n that founded and sponsors 
the Un versity. The “M” likewise 
recalls the original name of the 
University, Saint Mary’s Institute. 
Pro Deo et P tria (“For God and Country”) is the motto of the 
University —  motto hat expresses the twofold duty all have 
to serve both God and human ty. (Patria, translated, means 
“country” or “nativeland,” but is interpreted today as embracing 
the whole world.) The figure “1850” in the outer rim of the seal 
is the foundation date of th  schoo . The name, UNIVERSITY 
OF DAYTON, was adopted in 1920. T  idea of completeness 
of education (religious, moral, intellectual, aesthetic, social and 
physical) is revealed in the circular shape of the seal itself. 
GRADUATION MEDAL
With the entire Marianist Family throughout the world, the University of Dayton celebrated in 2011 the 250th anniver- 
sary of the birth of Blessed William Joseph Chaminade, the founder of the Society of Mary (Marianists). That year, the 
University began a new tradition that grounds us in our mission and demonstrates the University of Dayton’s commitment 
to act boldly and imaginatively in community. Honoring that tradition, we entrust to graduates a medal bearing the image 
of Blessed William Joseph Ch minade on one side and the seal of the University on the other. 
Blessed Willia  Joseph Chaminade
In 1850, four members of the Society of Mary founde  a 
school which has become the University of D y on; the  
Society continues its sponsorship of the University today.  
The whole campus community 
joins with the members of the  
Society of Mary in honoring 
Blessed Chaminade’s life and 
vision which inspires us as a 
community of faith and encour-
ages us to become a community 
of transformation — to learn, lead 
and serve. Blessed Chaminade 
saw that in the midst of so i l 
change, which can be radical and disruptive, insti utions can 
remain vibrant and grow. New times he believed c lled for 
new methods. Th t philo ophy guid s u  every day s we live 
out the Marianist mission on ca pus. As a community, we 
read the signs of the times and act boldly and imaginatively.
Chaminade and his Marianist legacy created faith com-
munities and educational institutions that have made the 
Gospel come alive in every age. We honor the founder of 
the Society of Mary because Chaminade’s vision of faith 
communities inspires the University to be a living commu-
nity, a com unity that today demonstrates the Gospel  
being lived out with p ssion and vitality, with creativity 
and a collaborative spirit, and with deep f it  and op n-
ness to go where the Spirit c lls us to be.
University seal
The Un versity seal communicates through image  and 
words. The flaming torch in the c nter symbolizes the light 
and guidance of faith, a commitment of our University to 
educate for formation in faith. The open book represents 
the arts and sciences and their humanizing influence on 
the professional schools of the University. The wheel/gear 
conveys the idea of engineering and technology and the 
other professional studies, avenues through which service 
to God and to country (Pro Deo et Patria) can be rendered. 
The letter “M” which appears over the flame of the torch 
proclaims Mary, the Seat of Wisdom and the Mother of  
Jesus; it represents the influ-
ence of the Soci ty of Mary 
(Marianists), the religious order 
of men that founded and spon-
sors the Univ rsity.  The “M” 
likewise recalls the original 
name of the University, Saint 
Mary’s Institute. Pro Deo et 
Patria (“For God and Country”) 
is the motto of the University—a 
motto that expresses the twofold 
duty all have to serve both God and humanity. (Patria, 
translated, means “country” or “nativeland,” but is inter-
preted today as embracing the whole world.) The figure 
“1850” in the outer rim of the eal is the foundation date 
of the school. The name, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON, was 
adopted in 1920. The idea of completeness of education  
(religious, moral, intellectual, aesthetic, social and physi-
cal) is revealed in the circular shape of the seal itself. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ANTHEM
On mountain high and hillside,
O’er meadow and through dell
In busy mart and hamlet,
Where hearts their story tell,
A clarion voice is ringing,
It rises, now it falls
Arouse, all ye of Dayton,
Your Alma Mater calls.
UD, we hear you calling,
Fidelity’s the test,
Your sons and daughters answer from
North, South, East and West,
With measured tread advancing,
Our emblem full in view,
We sound your praise and pledge
Our loyalty to the Red and Blue.
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Following the ceremony, University backdrops will be provided in both wings for your photography convenience.
The National Alumni Association will also be providing a free photo booth after the ceremony. The booth is located outside the arena, 
near the southeast corner.
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